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Fear, Friction, and Flooding: Methods of Online Information Control

Abstract

Many scholars have speculated that censorship efforts will be ineffective in the information age, where the possibility of accessing incriminating information about almost any political entity will benefit the masses at the expense of the powerful. Others have speculated that while information can now move instantly across borders, autocrats can still use fear and intimidation to encourage citizens to keep quiet. This manuscript demonstrates that the deluge of information in fact still benefits those in power by observing that the degree of accessibility of information is still determined by organized groups and governments. Even though most information is possible to access, as normal citizens get lost in the cacophony of information available to them, their consumption of information is highly influenced by the costs of obtaining it. Much information is either disaggregated online or somewhat inaccessible, and organized groups, with resources and incentives to control this information, use information flooding and information friction as methods of controlling the cost of information for consumers. I demonstrate in China that fear is not the primary deterrent for the spread of information; instead, there are massively different political implications of having certain information completely free and easy to obtain as compared to being available, but slightly more difficult to access.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivating Examples

On January 12, 2010, Google disclosed to the public that it had been hacked by Chinese sources. In response, Google threatened to stop obeying laws required of foreign businesses operating in China and stopped censoring content returned within its search algorithm. The resulting conflict between Google and the Chinese government came to a head in March of 2010, when Google began redirecting its mainland users to google.com.hk, Google’s unfiltered Hong Kong search site.¹

Reacting to Google’s refusal to filter content, the Chinese government began blocking the unfiltered Hong Kong site. In addition, throughout the mainland, the government throttled access to Google services, allowing access to Gmail and Google’s social media site Google Plus for only about 25% of requests (Milward June 30, 2011). China Unicomm announced that it had removed Google search from its search platform, further restricting access to Google for Chinese users. Mainland users could access Google, but doing so required more work and more patience. For the first time, traffic to the search giant creeped along slowly.

¹In a talk at Google headquarters, Google founder Sergey Brin claimed that the motivation behind Google’s actions in China were based on his own experiences with information control growing up in the Soviet Union, although others claimed that Google was already being outcompeted by Chinese search engine Baidu and therefore had very little to lose from disobeying Chinese laws (Gustin March 25, 2010).
Google spends millions of dollars a year making search faster because research has found that faster search means more users. Google market research shows that slowing search by 400 milliseconds creates a .44 percent drop in search volume (Hoelzle January 2012). Other research demonstrates that slow internet is aggravating enough that 80% of internet users will get frustrated and leave Google’s Youtube if loading a video stalls. Consistent with this research, when China began slowing Google’s services in China, Google lost a large portion of the Chinese market. Since 2010, Google’s market share in China has declined precipitously. In 2010, Google accounted for almost a quarter of the search engine market in China (Hille October 19, 2010), but its share had dropped to only 3% in 2013 (Slegg July 9, 2013).

In the summer of 2010, I was in China doing fieldwork trying to access my own e-mail on Google. The majority of young Chinese internet users I interviewed who had used Gmail before January 2010 had switched to Chinese service providers. Many were not aware that Google’s slow speeds were government-created. A minority of users were aware that Google was being throttled by the government and used Google anyway, putting up with the persistent throttling because doing so was in direct defiance of the Chinese government. Since they knew Google’s slow pace originated with the government, the act of protest was worth the cost of convenience.

While I was “jumping the Firewall” by accessing Gmail using a virtual private network (VPN), none of the students I talked to that summer had decided to continue to use Google by downloading a VPN. Indeed, a survey I conducted about internet use in China suggest that very few Chinese netizens jump the Firewall. Such software is relatively easy to find, but can be frustrating to use because it slightly slows down internet speed. Like throttling Google, the Firewall created small costs of access that continue to have significant implications for internet traffic in China.

In this manuscript, I demonstrate that small costs of access to information induced by censorship have a significant influence on the spread of information. “Information frictions” such
as throttled access to information, increased costs of access to information, or inconvenient data access can be almost as effective as complete censorship in its ability to keep information from consumers. States and other organized interests, who control infrastructure and who have incentives sufficient to spend resources disaggregating or disseminating information are able to determine the extent of friction for many types of information and thus control its spread. Whereas visible censorship often backfires to create “protesters”, such as the Chinese who were aware of throttling and yet continued to use Google, small changes in the costs of information are usually imperceptible, and therefore netizens may not know that their access to information is being manipulated.

I offer a new perspective on the methods of control of online information and their efficacy. Since the advent of the internet, many have discussed how this new medium would affect the relationship between the state and its citizens. Some argued that the internet would empower the masses, allowing them to spread information quickly and organize groups that could counter state power (Taubman 1998; Yang 2009). Others argued that the internet, like all other tools, would eventually be co-opted by the state, as the state could still completely censor information and implement laws that would incentivize citizens to self-censor online (Keohane and Nye Jr 1998; Boyle 1997; Hughes and Wacker 2003). These scholars posit that the state could use its monopoly over physical power to control any tool, even one as dynamic as the internet.

The discussion about how the age of information has altered the power dynamic between state and society is incomplete. States are not the only groups that can manipulate information in the digital age, and fear is neither the primary nor most effective method through which this manipulation occurs. While some information is accessible, even more is disaggregated, inaccessible and costly to obtain. Groups including the state, branches of the state, and other interest groups that have concentrated interests in gathering and distributing information are those most likely to control whether this information is accessible. These groups have an advantage in influencing the
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spread and impact of information in the age of the internet because they are willing to pay the costs of obtaining and packaging this information. Since these groups wield control over the information they gather, they have the ability to make information expensive or cheap for the media and for the public. Further, these small manipulations largely go unnoticed by the public. In a time where citizens have much more information to consume than time to consume it, small manipulations of the costs of information have significant effects on the spread of information and, in turn, on public opinion and collective action.

Unlike previous scholars, I propose that the state uses strategies similar to those of organized interests to promote its objectives online and in the media. The state, like other organized interests, controls the spread of information by manipulating the costs of information access. While others have argued that the state’s monopoly on fear allows it to control the spread of information by intimidating producers and consumers of information, I find that such highly observable censorship and fear actually undermine the reputation of the state. Instead, largely unobservable censorship and propaganda implemented through small increases and decreases in the cost of information, which I call information friction and information flooding, are the primary mechanisms through which states with high levels of internet penetration can control the spread of information in the information age.

Depending on the type of information and political environment in which the group operates, information flooding and friction strategies will be easier or more difficult to implement. First, in cases where collecting information is very costly and can only be collected by particular groups and not the public, when information is excludable, flooding and friction are under the control of one or a small number of groups and will serve these groups’ interests. For example, government officials are first privy to internal government secrets, or issues with product safety are first revealed and understood by the producing company. These groups then act as gatekeepers in the dissemination
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of this information, making the costs of information easy to manipulate.

The second parameter that influences the success of friction and flooding strategies is the number and extent of competition between organized groups that are interested in collecting a particular type of information. Even if information is excludable, competition between two groups that gather the same information may create incentives for the information to be leaked and spread amongst the wider public. For example, competing bureaucracies both privy to particular government information might leak government secrets that cast a negative light on the other group. Competition, in this case, creates incentives for the dispersal of otherwise difficult-to-access information.

The fact that the state controls information in a similar way as organized interests, and may in some cases face information competition from organized interests, implies that information manipulation is not specific to authoritarian regimes with strict information laws. Political manipulation of the spread of information can occur in any society, by any group that has incentives to collect and control information. The availability of information is determined not by political regime type, but by the degree of competition among organized interests, the degree to which these groups have preferential access to information, and the incentives of these groups for manipulating access to this information. These factors vary significantly within countries and across issue areas, meaning that the prevalence of censorship is much more fine-grained than country-level investigations have led us to believe. It also implies that the most powerful form of censorship can be initiated by any organized group, using methods that are largely unobserved by the public. While the evidence within this manuscript is drawn primarily from China, future research will extend the same principles to organized groups and governments in other countries.

The manuscript is organized as follows: First, I present two vignettes to provide an intuition behind information friction and flooding in China. In Chapter 2, I explain my theory of information friction and flooding in detail. Chapter 3 provides empirical evidence from an experiment in
Beijing and large data analysis on the internet that fear is not the principal mechanism responsible for information control in China. Chapters 4 and 5 provide empirical evidence that information friction and flooding, respectively, are the main mechanisms behind information control in China. Chapter 6 draws implications for information control in other countries, with a focus on the United States, and concludes.

1.1 Information Friction: The Case of Air Pollution in China

Beijing is one of the most polluted cities in the world; sixteenth most polluted, according to the World Bank. Air pollution in China is thought to have caused 1.2 million premature deaths in 2010 alone, which accounted for 40% of premature deaths in the world that year (Wong April 1, 2013). However, data on pollution is largely kept from citizens in Beijing. The U.S. embassy takes air pollution measurements in Beijing hourly and publishes them on its Twitter feed, but this feed is blocked in China. Instead, China releases its own air pollution data, which are consistently lower than U.S. measurements. A comparison of Chinese and U.S. pollution data for Beijing is provided in Figure 1.1.

The fact that Beijing censors data on air pollution might be puzzling to those who contend that the internet should spread information quickly, and that it would be impossible to keep online information away from citizens. Although Beijing censors air pollution data by blocking it with the Firewall, air pollution data is not impossible to obtain. In fact, accessing this data is as simple as installing a VPN. All 800,000 Beijing internet users could quite easily connect to accurate, hourly pollution data.

Further, air pollution is easy for citizens to observe daily. While the exact measures and implications of pollution numbers are censored, extremely polluted days in Beijing are obvious since on those days visibility is low in Beijing, and “blue-sky” days have lower levels of pollution. It is
apparent that some days, weeks, and months are less polluted than others. In addition, pollution monitors are not terribly expensive, and can be used by normal citizens in China. Citizens could technically measure their own pollution data, instead of relying on the government to collect it for them.

However, these small costs of jumping the Great Firewall or collecting data individually had a significant influence on people’s perception of pollution in Beijing, at least for a period of time. Very few people in China download VPNs, and, therefore, very few people know about the discrepancies between Beijing-reported air pollution and the real air pollution numbers. In my conversations with Beijing residents in 2010, some referred to heavy pollution days as “foggy”.

**Figure 1.1**: 2011-2012: U.S. data for Beijing air pollution (purple) versus Chinese data for Beijing air pollution (red)
Furthermore, China’s censorship of air quality data obfuscates the health danger that Beijing’s air pollution poses. Because Beijing and the embassy’s versions of the data resemble each other, residents might interpret Beijing’s data as simply on a “different scale” than the U.S. version. However, Beijing’s data never reaches the “Hazardous” level, U.S. measures do frequently. Censorship and Beijing’s own collection of data allows it to control access to the data as well as its interpretation. By making unfavorable data slightly more difficult to access and promoting more favorable data, China shapes public perception of Beijing air pollution.

When do such small frictions cease to be effective in slowing the spread of information? In this manuscript I argue that another organized group, with a similar incentive to aggregate and distribute data, has the ability to thwart the power of information friction. The cost of air pollution data in Beijing decreased dramatically in January 2012, when an organization called Green Beagle, whose stated purpose is to collect and distribute information about pollution and its health consequences, began posting the U.S.-produced Twitter information on its own, unblocked website in China. The organization encouraged Beijing residents to buy their own pollution monitors and post their own information on the web (Watt December 8, 2011). Suddenly, with lower-cost pollution data on hand, Chinese residents began with demand better information from the government. In the same month, more than 1500 petitions were filed to the government requesting the release of better information (“Chinese public want to see changes in monitoring pollution.” December 9, 2011). Caught in the public eye, in January 2012 Beijing announced it would release such data in 2016, and also made unexpected international concessions on global warming.
1.2 Information Flooding: The Puzzle of Political Campaigns in China

Since Deng Xiaoping, each new leader of China has formed his own political slogan that identifies his administration’s outlook on governance. Deng’s slogan, “socialism with Chinese characteristics,” implied that China could remain a socialist country while developing a market economy. Jiang Zemin, who followed Deng, introduced the “Three Represents” in the year 2000, indicating that the Chinese Communist Party should represent three fundamental principles: developing productive forces in the economy, progressing Chinese culture, and representing the interests of the masses. Hu Jintao introduced “scientific development outlook” when he first entered office, focusing on balanced development among social classes and environmentally sustainable development. This was followed by “harmonious society” in 2005, two years after he had entered office, to indicate that the Party should focus on harmony between conflicting groups in society. Most recently, over the last year, Xi Jinping has introduced “chasing the Chinese dream,” which focuses on rejuvenating the Chinese nation.

Communist party slogans not only communicate to the public the outlook and ideology of the current leader, but also are a method by which leaders assert symbolic power over the Party and population (Perry 2013; Huang and Li 2013; Brady 2009). These slogans are plastered throughout China, on posters, within schools, and in newspapers. Recently, for example, schools have had Chinese dream competitions, workplaces have selected “model dreamers,” and Communist Party singer Chen Sisi has performed the song “Chinese dream” hundreds of times on television and before large audiences ( “Chasing the Chinese dream.” May 4, 2013). In Figure 1.2, my own analysis of Chinese newspapers (which I will describe in more detail in Chapter 5), shows the progression between the topics of scientific development, harmonious society, and the Chinese
dream within provincial newspapers over Hu and now Xi’s time in power. These newspapers are highly coordinated in their printing of the slogans, quickly picking up and quickly dropping slogans based on the leader in power.

Because the Chinese government uses the power of its organization to flood the information environment with the slogans, these slogans are perhaps public information with the lowest cost for the Chinese people. Indeed, it would take substantial effort to avoid the slogans. The slogans permeate not only the rhetoric of the CCP, but also the language of normal citizens. A Google search indicates that there are around 71,000 mentions of “harmonious society” on blogs on sina.com.cn, 106,000 results for “scientific development outlook,” and 56,000 results for “chasing the Chinese dream.” International blogs repeat the slogans as well; indicating that the influence of the slogans spreads even beyond the Great Firewall. A similar search on blogspot.com (which is blocked in China) recovers thousands of search results.

Why do so many people incorporate the slogans into their language? It is obvious that these sayings are propaganda slogans, and their informational content is marginal at best. While citizens would undoubtedly consume these slogans, why should they repeat them? It is unclear how these slogans will translate into specific policies, or what any individual should do to respond to them. The ambiguity of their real world implications as well as the obviousness that they originate from a government source, should undermine the slogans’ influence on citizens within China.

In this manuscript, I demonstrate that information flooding allows information that is very easy to consume to seep into the subconscious of individual citizens. Information that is distributed in a coordinated way by an organized group or government is very difficult to avoid and remains on the minds of citizens. These citizens then repeat this information in their own writing, creating a multiplier effect that allows the slogan to pervade the blogosphere and the language of citizens within China. By dominating the conversation, the flooding also creates less room for less desirable
Figure 1.2: Time plots of propaganda topics in China
topics, such as air pollution discussed in the previous section. Contrary to popular notions that the internet allows citizens to access information that is most important to them, these examples illustrate the fact that information control may yet still be possible in the digital age.
Chapter 2

Methods of Information Control

This chapter delineates a theory of information control based on small changes in costs of access to information. I maintain that organized groups and the state, not the media or the average consumer, are most likely to control the costs of information access that have important effects on the spread of information. To begin, I overview previous perspectives on information control, then introduce the main players in the media environment and the logic behind the theory. Last, I describe situations in which information control is more and less effective.

2.1 Previous Theories of Information Control

In this section, I outline some of the previous literature on information control. I begin with studies of traditional media, such as newspapers and television. I then discuss others’ expectations that new media will change both the ability of the state to control information and the methods by which this control is exerted.
2.1.1 Traditional Media and Information Control

Previous literature on information control in traditional media sources has attributed the media’s ability to provide “free” information to the ownership and market structure of the media. Siebert (1956) defines different philosophical bases for media. The libertarian view, which provides the basis for the American press, is founded on the idea of media independent from the government. In contrast, in the communist or authoritarian view of the press, the press acts as an extension of the government, communicating messages to its citizens.

Djankov et al. (2001) measure government ownership of the media in 97 countries and find that in the vast majority of these countries, governments own a substantial portion of the press. They find that government ownership and control of the press is negatively correlated with political and economic freedoms in these countries. Others have gone one step farther to argue that greater competition among media increases the quality of information provided to the public. These scholars find that competition between newspapers decreases bias (Qin, Wu and Strömberg 2012; Galvis, Snyder Jr and Song 2012) and makes it more difficult for governments to pay off or intimidate media sources as the number of media sources increases (Besley and Prat 2006). Others find the opposite: that increased competition among newspapers can actually exacerbate bias, as it reduces the quality of reporting and shifts the focus of news toward entertainment, or the likely views of consumers, and away from neutral reporting on important political issues (Mullainathan and Shleifer 2005; Cagé 2013).

Over the past twenty years in China, the newspaper market has gone through a significant transformation. Beginning in the 1990s, the Chinese newspaper market underwent what Stockmann (2012) terms media marketization: the deregulation, commercialization, and privatization of newspapers. This transformation incentivized media to respond to market forces, as they no longer could rely on state funds. While some have argued that commercialization has increased
local government responsiveness to media and increased newspapers’ ability to investigate and uncover local scandals (Tong and Sparks 2009; Tong 2011), the intricate propaganda infrastructure of the CCP still controls sensitive political messages among newspapers. Stockmann (2012) finds that media commercialization may actually solidify central control and maintain the propaganda infrastructure by providing credibility to local papers. Others have argued that commercialization of the media buttresses the power of the central government by keeping local governments in check (Lorentzen 2013). While media marketization has had some benefits for information freedom in China, it has not solved the problem of bias within the Chinese media.

### 2.1.2 New Media and Information Control

Given the speculation that increased competition might decrease media bias, the introduction of new media created much excitement among scholars and policymakers. In 2000, President Bill Clinton announced that trying to control the internet is equivalent to “trying to nail jello to a wall.” Many assumed that new media would make the information environment more free because it was impossible for a government to “own” new media and the proliferation of media sources caused by the internet would create increased competition (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2008). The internet was credited with promoting democracy in previously authoritarian countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, and Serbia (Ferdinand 2000). It is also cited as a critical ingredient in the rise and spread of protests in the Arab Spring (Ada et al. 2012; Bellin 2012).

In China, some predict that the internet could have serious destabilizing effects on the CCP’s efforts to retain power. Although the CCP exerts some control over the public’s access to foreign websites, the porous nature of the internet means that such attempts cannot be wholly successful (Harwit and Clark 2001). Latham (2007) distinguishes between “orderly” and “disorderly” media, arguing that “disorderly” media, such as the internet and text messaging, pose a threat to the
traditional propaganda/state-controlled media in China and, by extension, to the government itself.

The Chinese government has invested in and encouraged the development of internet companies in China because it sees it as a route to economic development, but scholars have argued that this development may also undermine the government’s propaganda efforts (Taubman 1998). Internet companies have incentives to avoid or delay the censorship of information in order to pander to users; the market benefits companies that ignore censorship directives. While initially only wealthy, young people with state buy-in used the internet, Damm (2007) suggests that as the internet expands to more marginalized groups, more people could express their discontent and possibly threaten the regime.

Even those who acknowledge that the internet may not bring democracy to China believe it has given citizens more say in policymaking. Yang (2009, 2014) claims that the internet fosters online activism and encourages the formation of digital civil society. Shirk (2011) argues that the internet provides a check on local governments, alerting the central government to local problems before local governments can cover them up. Zheng (2007a) contends that unlike some other types of reforms in China, the internet has benefited the poor more than the wealthy.

On the other hand, some maintain that because the state has a monopoly on force, it can control any technology that threatens its hold on power. Keohane and Nye Jr (1998) point out that even though the information revolution changes technology, it does not change the contours of military power and therefore will not significantly change the state-society power structure. Lessig (1999) observes that since the state can control the underlying code and the laws that shape the structure of the internet, it will control how the internet influences society. Harwit and Clark (2001) contend that because the state cannot technologically control the spread of information, self-censorship by fear will be the main way through which the government controls content on the internet.

Hughes and Wacker (2003) claim that under authoritarian governments, a history of censorship
and intimidation will make society less likely to benefit from the internet. Unlike democratic societies in which citizens trust the state to allow freedom of expression online, the “lack of trust capital” and uncertainty about what the state can control on the internet will prevent netizens from using the internet to its full capacity. The state’s monopoly on force will outweigh the potential for the masses to take power using the internet.

In the literature on social media in democracies, most scholars maintain that the internet has increased public access to information and expanded public participation in policymaking (Dahlberg and Siapera 2007; Trippi 2005; Tolbert and McNeal 2003). Widespread access to the internet means more people have access to more information and policymakers must respond in realtime to public opinion. However, the way in which new media influence governance within democracies is still subject to much discussion. While some authors suggest that this new type of “e-democracy” is a more pure, more Athenian version of democracy (Coleman and Gotze 2001), others argue that empowering the masses undermines elite influence over public policymaking and leads therefore to a deterioration of governance (Bellamy and Raab 1999). Still others maintain that new media is a distraction to citizens, affording a false sense of participation in policymaking, when other types of political participation such as joining a civil society group or attending a city hall meeting would in fact be more meaningful. Whether the masses “should” exert such increased influence through new media is the point of most contention in the academic literature on the effect of the information age on the relationship of citizens to the democratic state.

Like these scholars, this manuscript addresses the question of who controls the spread of information in the digital age. However, I examine the collection and costs of information as well as its dispersal. Who collects and distributes information, and how does this influence its spread? Instead of thinking about information control as a conflict between state and society, I seek to better understand which actors have interests in gathering and distributing information and which
actors will only consume the most accessible information. Organized interests with money and incentives to produce and distribute information continue to wield the most power over the public and the media, both print and online, both old and new. At times, the state is this organized group, spending enormous amounts of money to produce and distribute information that will shine a favorable light on its performance. At other times, factions within the state, bureaucracies, trade sectors, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and companies are the critical actors, hiring their own experts to produce and distribute information and withholding other types of information that would cast them in an unfavorable light. I turn to this theory of manipulation in the information age in the next section.

2.2 Theory of Information Control

The central thesis of this manuscript is that small costs of access to information have a disproportionate influence on the spread of information and that the state and organized groups are the primary entities that influence these costs. In this section, I introduce the main players within this theory: the state, organized interests, the media and consumers. I delineate two different ways through which information can be costly: information can be made more inaccessible in medium, or more difficult to access through the traditional or new media, and information can be disaggregated, or exist in many different locations and therefore costly to collect. I claim that consumers will be more likely to read accessible and aggregated information because this type of information is low cost. The state and organized interests will primarily influence the costs of information by influencing its degree of accessibility and aggregation. I define information friction as the act of making information more costly, by disaggregating it or decreasing its accessibility, and information flooding as the act of making information cheaper, by making it more accessible and aggregated. I hypothesize that information friction and flooding will be the two primary and most
effective strategies of online information control, and that even small changes in accessibility and aggregation will have significant effects on the spread of information.

2.2.1 The Players: The State, Organized Interests, the Media and the Consumers

1. The State and Organized Interests

I categorize both the state and other organized interests as groups or organizations which have concentrated interests in particular policies or outcomes. These groups are small enough or have an organization strong enough that they are able to overcome the collective action problem to effectively pursue a shared objective (Olson 2009). They can be distinguished from larger diffuse groups within the public, which cannot overcome the free-riding problem to cooperate to achieve their common goals.

I address both states and organized interests within this category because at times the state is not a monolithic entity, but is divided into groups that could be organized interests or semi-autonomous institutions. Democracies can be divided into political parties, each with their own objectives and interest in their public image. Authoritarian governments may at times be broken into factions, where each faction has different public objectives (Nathan 1973; Shih 2008b). Bureaucracies within states may have divergent goals and objectives, and at times these entities may act as organized interests that oppose the objectives of other entities within the state (Etzioni-Halevy 2013). While at times the state may act on its own, more commonly the state is segmented into groups with conflicting interests (Allison and Halperin 1972). Further, groups within the state will act similarly to organized interests outside the state, such as companies, interest groups, or civil society organizations, and therefore for my purposes can be considered as part of the same category.
My theory only applies to groups that need public support for the furtherment of their objectives. For example, the state needs public support for its own survival. Political groups seek electoral support for a particular political leader or candidate. If the group is a company, public support could mean consumers buying the company’s products, or investors buying the company’s stock. If the group is a non-governmental organization (NGO), it could be donations or volunteers.

There are groups that do not need public support to achieve their common goals. Groups that get together to support each other, exercise together, or gain entertainment from each other obtain their objectives within the group, without need for outside support. However, groups that do not need public support can very quickly become politicized when their environment changes; for example, when the group is outlawed, or when a member is negatively affected by a policy. Therefore, this theory could potentially apply to almost all groups that have the ability to overcome the collective action problem.

2. The Independent Media

The next player in this theory is the independent media, which I define as organizations that generate revenue from writing and distributing news and whose employees do so as full-time work. The media in this case include traditional print, television, or online news.

Since many organizations and individuals produce media, I distinguish between individual bloggers who write news as a hobby, group-run newsletters, and the independent media, the latter of which I am concerned with here. Under my definition, the media does not include bloggers who write for entertainment purposes, or on the side of their full-time work. Though these bloggers are important players in disseminating information, I consider these part-time or hobby bloggers primarily as consumers of media, which I describe below.
In addition, I consider press that is captured by the state or is the spokesperson for an organized interest to be part of the state and organized interests, and not part of the independent media. In these cases, any information generated by the captured media is generated on behalf of the state or organized interest, and funding for this media does not necessarily come from generating news itself.

3. The Consumers

Consumers of media are the part of the public who read and share news in their leisure time, but who do not earn their living from creating or distributing news. These consumers are the primary audience of organized groups and the state for seeking public support. Since a consumer’s employment is not to read or share news, she does so under severe time constraints and may not be very well informed. Consumers tend to rely on the independent media, the state, and other groups to determine what information is newsworthy. However, these consumers may themselves influence others within the public, as they may share news or information they read with their friends and family through social media or other mediums. As I explain later in this chapter, the news that consumers of media consume can have a multiplier effect on other consumers, and sometimes on the independent media itself.

2.2.2 Degrees of Information Accessibility and Aggregation

While it is often assumed that in the age of new media, all information is accessible, this section will dispute that view, delineating different degrees of information accessibility, from accessible information to inaccessible, and different degrees of information aggregation, from aggregated information to disaggregated information. Information accessibility and aggregation both lie on a continuum, and therefore there can be degrees of information accessibility and degrees of aggre-
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gation. As I show in examples below, I distinguish between aggregation and accessibility, so that information can be aggregated, but relatively inaccessible, or very accessible, but disaggregated. Figure 2.1 summarizes the spectrum of aggregation and accessibility.

1. Accessible Information

Accessible information is information that, in medium, is readily available to the public. This information can be accessed at low cost and takes little effort to consume. The most extreme example of accessible information in traditional media are stories on the front page of all newspapers, with automatic subscriptions given to consumers. Online, this is information e-mailed directly to consumers or on the front page of websites that they frequently visit. It could be stories that air on televisions within airports, shopping malls, or other places consumers frequent. It could be information on primetime news, when most viewers will be watching. The most accessible form of information is information consumers may not even look for or try to consume, but end up consuming anyway.

2. Inaccessible Information

On the other extreme on the accessibility continuum, inaccessible information is information that in medium is very difficult to access. Consumers will not find this information in sources that they typically frequent, such as newspapers or the web. Even if it has been collected and aggregated, it may be extremely costly for the public to access because the groups that have collected it refuse to release it in an accessible medium. Completely inaccessible information, rare in the information age, is information that can be completely kept secret.
Figure 2.1: Information accessibility and information aggregation
3. Aggregated Information

Aggregated information is information where most of the facts necessary to convey the story or perspective to the public have been collected. Aggregation of information can occur through using surveys to collect information from a variety of people, and summarize those opinions, or by collecting data or accounts of an event from a variety of different sources and summarizing these accounts in one place. The aggregation of information will not necessarily be balanced, and what information is aggregated will depend on which group or actor collects the information. For example, a gun rights group may collect information about gun deaths, but not about the number of lives saved with guns. However, aggregation in any form makes information that used to be dispersed more available to the public, and therefore is similar to accessibility in that it decreases the costs of consuming that information.

4. Disaggregated Information

Disaggregated information is information that exists in many different places or with different people, but has yet to be collected and synthesized. Public opinion is by nature disaggregated information, as individual opinions exist within each citizen and need to be collected before they are meaningful. Public opinion polls are typically the entities that aggregate this information. Each piece of disaggregated information may be very accessible, but consumers would need to expend significant effort to aggregate the information and see the whole picture.

Accessible, Aggregated Information  An example of highly accessible and aggregated information is group advertising, or government propaganda. A billboard in Boston sponsored by a gun-prevention group provides an updated count of the number of children who have died from gun violence in the current year. The group has collected and summarized this information into
one number. In addition, the information is highly accessible: passersby will notice this number, whether they seek it out or not.

Similarly, propaganda about a government-sponsored event or anniversary can be both highly accessible and aggregated for the public. A report on a government parade in China, for example, might aggregate accounts from many different participants, and coverage of the event might be on every major news station in China. Regardless of whether people choose to seek out this information, they might consume news about the event subconsciously.

**Inaccessible, Aggregated Information**  An example of inaccessible, but aggregated information is data collected within governments, but that the government refuses to release. For example, the CCP collects data on the number of protests in each province and use this data to evaluate the performance of local government officials (Chen 2012). This data has been collected, and therefore is aggregated. However, the CCP makes the aggregated data extremely difficult to access because the number of protests reflects badly on the government. While some people with inside connections may be able to access the data, doing so is incredibly difficult and requires sufficient investment of time that is prohibitive to most media, academics, and consumers.

**Accessible, Disaggregated Information**  An example of accessible, but disaggregated information are counts of particular types of crime incidents in the United States. Both state and local agencies, such as police departments, collect this data and most are required by the state to make this data available to the public online or by request; therefore, agency-level data are relatively accessible. However, these data are not completely aggregated at the national level. While the FBI created the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) in 1991 to aggregate the data, incident numbers are volunteered by agencies, meaning NIBRS is far from complete. While the individual information is quite accessible, aggregating is very costly.
Inaccessible, Disaggregated Information  Inaccessible and disaggregated information is the most costly type of information. Each piece of this type of information is in medium difficult to access, and the information will be disaggregated over different people, and places. An example of inaccessible, disaggregated information is knowledge of the extent of lead poisoning across China. Lead poisoning is one of the major threats to public safety, in particular children’s safety, in China (Shen et al. 1996). Due to the expansion of factories in China that produce lead acid batteries for motorcycles and electric bikes, thousands of people across China are thought to have dangerously high levels of lead in their blood. Good information is very difficult to collect, as it requires measuring and interviewing large numbers of people who are difficult to access, both because they are spread out geographically and because of government barriers, including local governments and hospitals that refuse to administer lead tests (LaFraniere June 15, 2011; Cohen and Amon 2011). Even if this information were collected, to make this information accessible experts would have to analyze the results, summarize the results, and find a way to put the information uncensored online. Public health researchers have made progress in collecting this information and making it available to the public, but this process has taken a decade, an indication in itself of the costs involved in collecting this information and making it available.

2.2.3  Players and Information Control

This section explains which actors are likely to consume and produce which type of information. The information each produces and consumes will depend on 1) the incentives they have in making such information available and 2) the time and money they have to collect and make the information accessible. When their interests outweigh the costs of providing the information, the players will collect and provide that information to the public.
The Consumer Will Primarily Consume Low Cost Information

The typical consumer will consume mostly accessible, aggregated information. As information becomes more disaggregated or more inaccessible, they will be less likely to consume it. Consumers rely on others to provide pre-packaged information in the form of news or online media (McCombs and Shaw 1972). They have limited time to aggregate information or find inaccessible information. Further, they often only have marginal interests in seeking out information. Consumers are only interested in consuming information as much as they are interested in forming opinions about policies. In democracies consumers may be interested as voters and in autocracies as participants in protests or in political gatherings. Many in both cases are only interested in news as a hobby or as a citizen.

Information today is often accessible to the public online, but consumers can only consume a subset of this accessible information. They will largely allow the media and other groups to determine which content is most valuable for them, and will consume only what is on the front page of their favorite newspaper, or social media aggregator. Investing time and resources into extensive research seeking out information about particular policies will most often not be worth it to these individuals.

Consumers often distribute news by sharing accessible information with their friends and family. As discussed more in detail below, consumers are likely to re-share information or news that they find valuable. This information is likely be a subset of low cost information, and therefore is already in a medium that is easy to share, such as in a newspaper or online. The result of this is if groups and the media can get the attention of a subset of consumers, they are likely to be able to grab the attention of a subset of their friends and family also.
The Media Has Fewer Resources to Aggregate and Digitize Information

The independent media’s role is to determine what content is newsworthy, then collect and aggregate that information for the consumer. As described in the previous section, because media is usually very accessible, the independent media sets the information agenda for the public (McCombs and Shaw 1972). In some cases, such as investigative reporting or in-depth analyses, the media will transform disaggregated information or even inaccessible information into accessible information for the public. When the media are independent, they provide an important public good by making high cost information low cost for consumers, and they will follow the demands of the consumer.

However, it is difficult for consumers of information, with the little time they have, to tell the difference between news that was already accessible and news that the media aggregated or made accessible. Further, consumers cannot observe what information the media is not reporting, since the consumer is unlikely to do her own research into unreported news. As a result, the media has incentives to reprint news that is already accessible to save on the high costs of investigative reporting and aggregation of information, without losing credibility from consumers.

With the advent of the internet, the number of media sources has proliferated and has increased competition for traditional media sources, reducing their ability to invest in investigative journalism. Greater supply of accessible information means consumers are less likely to pay a high price for information. The dramatic expansion of sources forces traditional news to adapt to the low cost, high volume model of the internet in order to compete (Nichols and McChesney 2009). The internet has competed away revenues and therefore the resources for high cost investigative reporting have become less and less available. In the United States, many smaller newspapers have been forced to close due to the loss of readership to online media sites, as well as competition for advertising dollars with online display ad formats and free online classifieds such as Craigslist.
While online news sites have led to a modest decline in newspapers – the number of daily American newspapers decreased from 1,611 in 1990 to 1,387 in 2009 – it has also meant a dramatic reduction in profit margins. Full-time professional staff at newspapers dropped 27% between 1989 and 2010 (Edmonds et al. 2011). In particular, resources for investigative reporting have been cut, and newspapers are more and more reluctant to allow their short-staffed journalists covering daily news to invest in high-cost stories (Nichols and McChesney 2009).

Since consumers of media cannot necessarily differentiate high quality news from low quality news, media do not have significant incentives to spend resources making inaccessible information accessible and aggregating information. The media increasingly favor stories where information is fairly easy for it to obtain. The implication of the information age is that while more information is available to consumers, overall the degree of accessibility of information is determined by the cost of that information to producers of media, not necessarily its inherent value.

**Organized Interests Are More Likely to Aggregate And Distribute Information**

While the media are often not willing to pay the costs necessary to aggregate and make information accessible, organized interests and the state have concentrated interests in collecting and sometimes making accessible information about policies that relate to them. First, these groups are likely interested in aggregating information related to policies they are interested in for their own use. Information about these policies can help them lobby policymakers to support their cause (Potters and Van Winden 1992). For bureaucracies, gathering information related to their performance can help them justify their existence to their superiors. For the state, information can also help it conduct quality control on the activities of their subordinates. Second, these groups are most likely to use this information to educate and persuade the public. The state gathers information about its performance, not only for its own internal use, but also as a public relations tool. Since these
groups are all in need of public support to further their goals, aggregating information and making it accessible to the public is frequently key to their objectives.

Not only do organized groups have, in some cases, a greater interest aggregating information, they will sometimes also pay lower costs of collecting information since they have the expertise and initial lower costs of access to the information. For example, the groups can use their internal connections to gain access to interviews. The state itself has better access to employees within the state, because these employees are on their payrolls. The state also has inside knowledge about where to look for information, making information aggregation lower cost than for the public or media.

Last, organized groups have an advantage in disaggregating information that might reflect poorly on them. Since these groups are more aware of the sources needed to make information accessible, they can make these sources difficult to access by the media, or put restrictions on the types of information they collect and publish. For example, companies being sued for product safety infractions may seal these court cases to make this information less accessible to the media and the public. Groups can simply not collect information that might reflect badly on them, making it more difficult for others to aggregate. Organized groups themselves are often the primary sources for the media and public, and therefore their cooperation is imperative. Without it, it is much less likely that the information in question will ever be synthesized and accessible to the public.

2.2.4 Methods of Information Control

In the previous section, I argued that the state and organized interests often have the resources, interest and advantage in aggregating information. However, unlike independent media, these groups do not always have an incentive to make this information accessible. In some cases, the group uses its resources to hide this information from the public, making this information even
more disaggregated and inaccessible, moving information toward the bottom left of Figure 2.1. In other cases, the group will use its resources to aggregate the information so that it is extremely available to the public, moving information closer to the top right of Figure 2.1. In both cases, the group’s ability to manipulate the aggregation and accessibility of information gives the group power over how costly that information is to the public and the media, and therefore determines what the public is most likely to consume.

For example, say a reporter or blogger wanted to write an article about traffic safety, or a consumer was interested in getting information about traffic safety. She would need to collect data on the incidence of traffic accidents, traffic citations, and number of cars on the road. She would ideally have information on the percentage of people wearing seat belts and emergency response times. She would want to know the location of crashes and road conditions and she would need access to police officers to be able to interview them for more detailed information.

The government already has incentives to collect data on traffic safety because it creates oversight of the police departments and could potentially point to areas needing road improvements. The government likely has been collecting this type of data for several years. Further, the government has low costs to collecting this information, since it can require police to record the data in a database. It is unlikely that our blogger, reporter, or consumer would collect the information herself, since it would be much more difficult to collect this information on her own by following police or ambulances around to record road safety accidents. Also, the blogger or reporter may only have a few days to write the story, so even if she were able to follow police officers around to collect data during that time, limiting her ability to personally collect the historical data.

If the government has collected this data, it might decide to make this information easily available to our reporter or consumer through state websites, or by contacting the police department. Or, it may be costly to obtain. It may technically be available, but the administrators in the police
department may be very unhelpful, or may require a series of fees or processing time to gain access to it. If it is sufficiently expensive, the reporter or consumer might give up and decide gathering the data is not worth it. Or, the reporter may only gain partial access to the information, but may be missing crucial information. In this case, because the government collects the data, the government itself, is the first to impose information access costs which could ultimately determine the likelihood that the information will become accessible to the public.

**Information Flooding**

When the government or organized group would like as many people as possible to see the information, the strategy I call *information flooding* the group aggregates information and makes it as accessible as possible to the public. The group might synthesize the information so that the media can easily reprint it at low cost and could try to persuade the media to publish the information. It might send the information to reporters or directly to consumers. It might try to persuade citizens to share the information with their friends. It might pay for billboards, advertisements, and newspaper articles. It will try to out-compete other accessible information to gain the attention of consumers.

In China, the central and local governments conduct information flooding by coordinating messages between in traditional and online media. Government propaganda documents describe a successful coordination effort as one where the local government contacted as many newspapers as possible to get them on board with supporting the construction of a controversial para-exylene (PX) plant (National Academy for Propaganda Cadres 2011). The government found scientific studies that argued that the plant would have minimal environmental damage and made them available to these newspapers. They hired experts who supported their opinion to post in online forums. By encouraging all the newspapers to print the same perspective and posting on forums themselves,
they overpowered and pre-empted online opinion opposing the plant. In Chapter 5, I will discuss the effects of such coordination across newspapers on the spread of information in China.

**Information Friction**

When the government or organized group would rather not distribute the information, it can employ a strategy I call *information friction* to increase the cost of information for both the media and the public by making the information more disaggregated and inaccessible. The group creates small frictions that discourage the consumer or reporter from accessing or aggregating the information. It might literally increase costs by requiring a fee for data access or for interview access. It might draw out the time necessary to collect the data.

In China, central and local governments often create information friction by persuading or requiring websites to remove information about an event. Government propaganda documents describe the importance of closely monitoring online information about protest events so that the government can make quick decisions about what information to take off the web and how to respond to the event. They describe the importance of persuading websites, particularly local websites, to moderate forums (National Academy for Propaganda Cadres 2011). Doing so makes information about the event more difficult to access, particularly for consumers in the locality of the protest, as consumers will have to spend longer searching for it online. In Chapter 4, I will describe these efforts of information friction in more detail and estimate how these frictions influence the spread of information about protest events in China.

**Fear**

In situations where the government or organized group would prefer not to distribute information, many scholars have suggested that it can effectively prevent the spread of information through in-
timidation (Keohane and Nye Jr 1998; Boyle 1997; Hughes and Wacker 2003). I contend that in many cases, fear is not the most effective strategy of stopping the spread of information. First, much of the information that the government or organized group would rather people remain hidden is not already known to many people. Therefore, intimidating people by telling them not to spread that information might actually uncover the information the government or interest group would rather people not know, the opposite outcome intended by the group.

Second, fear sets the agenda by making the undesirable issue more salient. Since fear is a salient emotion, it rises to the top of a consumer’s consciousness, and she will likely prioritize that information rather than repress it. Generating fear makes the fact that the group is intimidating the media or public well-known and highly available in the citizen’s mind. Instead of using fear, I find that groups often try to use information flooding to distract consumers of information, forcing other, more desirable news stories to the front of their awareness.

2.2.5 Preferential Access to Information Undermines “Free” Information

One of the main determinants of whether organized interests and the state can implement information friction or flooding is the degree to which the information they collect is preferential (only available to that particular group), or public (generally available). Imagine two different cases. First, as I describe in Chapter 1, the Chinese government tries to make information about air pollution more costly by flooding the information environment with its own, falsified data, and creating friction in the form of the Great Firewall for U.S.-collected air pollution data. However, its efforts are thwarted because air pollution data is not preferential—citizens cannot help but notice air pollution and can collect data on air pollution. Although in this case consumers did not begin to collect the information immediately, friction and flooding, were not ultimately successful because other organized groups began collecting the same information themselves and distributing it.
In a second example, imagine that the Chinese government is trying to hide information about high-level corruption within the Chinese government. This information is very difficult for the public or any other group other than the government to collect; it is highly preferential. It would be much easier for the government to create information friction on this topic, as the information would be extremely costly for the public or the media to collect themselves, and the public would likely not even know what to look for.

Preferential access to information means that obtaining the information is higher cost for the media, and so the media are less likely to make it accessible. The degree to which information is preferential may be affected by the amount of control the organized group has over the information and whether special expertise is required to interpret the information. The slow outbreak of a disease, for example, is likely to require data collected over the long term by hospitals, and the analysis of epidemiologists. However, disasters like the Chengdu earthquake in 2008 are sudden, spectacular, and relatively easy for witnesses to understand. While some of the details of the government’s response to the earthquake may be preferential, information about the central narrative and number of people who died may be inferred from eye-witness accounts.

2.2.6 Competition Among Groups Creates “Free” Information

The other axis that determines the success of information friction and flooding is the degree of competition that the organized interest faces. If an organized interest is the only group collecting information, it will have almost complete control over the cost of the information to the media and the public. If, however, a competing interest group also collects this information, the second group may make this information available at a much lower cost. Such competition can eliminate the power of the organized interest to control the spread of the information it collects.

Competition can affect information accessibility even when the information is preferential. In
the earlier example, even where the Chinese government tries to hide preferential information about high-level corruption, the information could be leaked by a rival faction within the government elite. For example, recently the U.S. press revealed the wealth of Wen Jiabao. Many suspect that the U.S. papers received the information for this story from Wen’s rivals within the CCP (Sisci November 1, 2012). Political competition within the government can reduce its control of information, if one group has an incentive to reveal the information to the media.

Competition among groups also means that the independent media has more sources from which to draw when gathering information about a story. If only one group has access to preferential information, the group has a monopoly on the story, and may share only the aspects of the story it wants to reveal. If multiple groups have access to the information, however, the media and to some extent the public may be able to access some information from within one and some within another. This could result in a more complete story and may also allow the media corroborate details by comparing the two accounts. I detail how political competition influences the efficacy of censorship and propaganda in China in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3 Structure of This Manuscript

In this manuscript, I test the above theory within China, demonstrating that the mechanisms behind information control described above can explain to the influence of Chinese censorship, intimidation, and propaganda on the spread of information. While China, with half a billion internet users, is important in its own right, I choose China because any successful theory of the spread of information under manipulation must hold true for the country with the most sophisticated selective censorship regime in the world. China is a good test case also because of the variety of information control strategies employed by the government.

However, the implication of my finding – that friction and flooding, not fear, are the main mech-
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anisms behind online information control – is that many governments and other groups use similar methods of control and therefore the theory of information friction and flooding spreads much farther than China, authoritarian governments, and even governments themselves. In ongoing research, I apply the theory to other groups and the U.S. government, examining how information manipulation influences the spread of information in the U.S., and compare these findings to the Chinese case.
Chapter 3

Fear and the Paradox of Visible Censorship

The main debate within the current literature on information control is whether the internet benefits the state at the expense of society at large (Zheng 2007b). While some argue that the internet is difficult to control (Yang 2009; Ferdinand 2000), many maintain that fear is still the primary way through which the state can influence society in the age of information (Kalathil and Boas 2010; Lessig 1999). In this chapter, I address the previous literature by estimating how fear influences the consumption and production of information in China. I use novel experimental methods and a new longitudinal dataset of bloggers to examine individual-level behavior of both consumers and producers of social media. I finds that the awareness of censorship has a very limited influence on the spread of information, and in many cases may backfire on those trying to create fear. I find much less self-censorship than previously speculated in the literature: netizens are more likely to read a blogpost if they know the topic has a history of censorship, and authors of blogposts have only muted topical reactions to censorship.

In China, censorship causes anxiety because of the history of government reprimands for the production and consumption of information. The Chinese government not only jails bloggers and other social media users on a regular basis, but also has a history of information policies that
have an explicit purpose of inducing fear in consumers as well as producers of information. For example, during the Maoist period, owning a banned book or having a picture of a purged leader could result in re-education in a labor camp (Jin 1999). Recent jailing of bloggers in China have generated significant amounts of news, and regular social media users have been arrested. While most of the arrests have focused on high-profile bloggers, a middle-schooler was detained after he claimed the police in Gansu province had been complicit in a death at a karaoke bar (Tang September 30, 2013).

The observation of censorship might signal to bloggers which topics the government deems objectionable. When a social media user observes censorship, she might decide not to read or write about a particular topic because she fears government reprimands. This is a direct mechanism through which fear of the state could function: because people observe censorship, they might decide not to inform themselves or others about a particular issue, thus slowing the spread of information.

Fear is a different mechanism than the information friction described in Chapters 2 and 4, which is an increase in the cost of access and does not require an awareness of censorship. Information frictions that decrease accessibility, such as the selective removal of blogposts online, website blocking, or denial of service attacks, may be invisible to the public, but raise the costs of access sufficiently so that consumers may never obtain that information. These netizens may be completely unaware that censorship is occurring, but their consumption of information will still be affected by it.

Many previous scholars have argued that awareness of sensitive topics is the primary mechanism through which censorship is effective in stalling the spread of information in China. Intimidation of the news media is probably the oldest form of censorship, and the government’s monopoly on force makes it easy for those in power to inspire fear, regardless of technology (Keohane and
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In this chapter, I demonstrate that fear is an ineffective censorship tool within the Chinese blogosphere because it draws attention to the very topics that the government intends to keep secret. The awareness of censorship alerts bloggers to what the government would prefer to hide. This is the paradox of visible censorship: it raises the profile of prohibited topics and brings government/society conflicts to the foreground, rather than obscuring them.

Intimidation can especially backfire when censorship is opposed by netizens. Even though censorship can easily produce fear, it is clearly attributable to intentional government action. When a person sees that her post or another post has been censored, she knows that the government objects to its content, and that continuing to write on that topic could have consequences. However, if the person opposes censorship, the anxious reaction might be outweighed by dissatisfaction with government censorship policies, and might instead reinforce her negative views of the government, inspiring her to continue writing as an additional act of protest.

Censorship could also signal government weakness. Censorship is an indication that the government has something to hide, and therefore may signal to an observer that the government is weaker than previously believed. For example, Hassanpour (2011) presents evidence that the complete internet blackout in Egypt during the Arab Spring undermined government legitimacy because of its observability. Signs of weakness could embolden writers to continue writing, despite the dangers of doing so (Huang and Li 2013).

The internet has created avenues for making information difficult to access that do not require consumers of media to be aware of censorship. Highly organized groups and governments can con-
control the costs of information by making information relatively easy to access, or relatively difficult to access and through these means prioritize media for online users. This type of friction and flooding can manipulate consumption of media without being obviously government driven, therefore achieving both objectives of controlling the spread of information and maintaining government legitimacy.

Intimidation is more effective when it targets high-profile bloggers, but is invisible to average bloggers and consumers. If bloggers with large numbers of followers self-censor, it creates a secondary effect of friction; the fewer blogposts are written, the more difficult it is for consumers of blogs to find information about that topic. Thus, intimidation targeted at high-profile bloggers, while undermining the legitimacy of the government in the eyes of these bloggers, does not undermine the legitimacy of the government in the eyes of consumers of blogs who are not aware of censorship.

On the other hand, targeting consumers of blogs does not create further friction. Consumers of blogs have no secondary influence on the population; deciding not to consume information about a certain topic only influences the reader, not others. Therefore, because fear instilled in consumers cannot create friction, this strategy only reduces the amount of information that one person has, at the same time as it works to reduce the legitimacy of the government in the eyes of that one person.

In this chapter, I measure self-censorship in both consumers and producers of blogposts in China. I show that censorship piques the interest of consumers of blogposts, causing them to seek out more information, instead of less, on that topic. Bloggers exhibit small and not substantially significant levels of self-censorship, writing slightly less about political topics after censorship than before censorship. They do not slow their production of blogposts after censorship, and are no less likely to be censored directly after censorship.
3.1 Data

I use two datasets to understand how the awareness of censorship influences consumers and producers of blogposts and in turn the spread of information. In each test, my aim is to study typical, rather than high-profile, producers and consumers of blogposts in China. In the first test, I gather posting data and censorship data on a set of bloggers over a two-year period. I record the topical content and sentiment of bloggers before and after censorship. I study how censorship changes the topics bloggers chose to write about. In the second test, I hold information friction constant and randomize the anxiety about censorship in an experiment with consumers of blogposts in China. I study how the observation of censorship influences participants’ subsequent consumption of blogposts.

3.2 Limitations

While these tests both seek to understand different aspects of how fear influences the spread of information, they have some limitations. First, I study the effects of censorship on individual, typical bloggers. I cannot observe how people who have never blogged are influenced by censorship, and I do not study how very famous bloggers are influenced by censorship. It could be that some people do not blog at all because of censorship, or that high-profile bloggers are more affected by censorship than typical bloggers. Second, since I cannot follow the online actions of typical consumers of blogposts, I study fear in an online experiment with subjects in a lab setting. While I try to make the experimental setting as natural as possible, not all of the results may be externally valid. Last, my studies are limited to the Chinese context, and, although China has one of the largest programs to selectively censor, these findings will not apply to every other country. Each of these limitations could be addressed in future studies of self-censorship.
3.3 Test One: Do Bloggers Change Topics After Censorship?

My first test of how fear influences the efficacy of censorship studies the writing patterns of bloggers. Unlike consumers of blogposts who observe censorship only when where links are broken or forums have missing threads, producers of blogposts are more likely to become aware of censorship. Particularly because censorship typically occurs within one day (King, Pan and Roberts 2013), and therefore bloggers’ most recent posts are likely to be the posts that have been removed, bloggers may notice that their blogpost has gone missing.¹

Bloggers in China have historically been arrested or harassed by the government as a result of the content that they create and therefore are likely to suffer graver consequences for their actions than consumers of blogposts. Famous activist and artist Ai Weiwei was arrested in 2011 ostensibly for tax evasion, but most observers believe the true reason for his arrest was posting a comment encouraging the Jasmine revolution in China. More recently, in the beginning of 2013 a handful of bloggers were arrested in a crackdown on blogging in China. The national government has also implemented new rules prohibiting “rumors” and certain types of political discussion that give the government wider latitude to arrest and prosecute bloggers. The new law states that if a rumor or other illegal post is re-shared or viewed enough times, the blogger could be jailed for up the three years. This law puts any blogger at risk of being jailed, including the middle-schooler discussed above.

Overall, one might expect that bloggers would be deterred from writing about sensitive political issues after experiencing censorship. The awareness of censorship signals the type of information the government finds objectionable, and therefore might encourage bloggers to shift focus away from that topic to a less objectionable one. They might also change the way they portray the

¹In increasing numbers of cases, internet content providers try to conceal censorship from bloggers, by allowing them to view the censored posts if they are logged into the blog. This practice, however, is still relatively rare, and was not the case in the website used for this study.
government, if they are afraid of being arrested.

### 3.3.1 Data and Methods for Testing Blogger Self-Censorship

To study how the awareness of censorship influences bloggers, I sampled 2,000 bloggers whose blogs were hosted on a particular internet content provider in China that appeared in the King, Pan and Roberts (2013a) dataset. I chose this sample because I had collected data on all of the blogposts these bloggers had written since 2010. The blogposts were collected before the Chinese government was able to access and delete them, so they reflect all posts each blogger wrote. These bloggers also represented a wide range of characteristics, some had very few followers, others had more followers, and of all ages and genders. I then returned to each of the 150,000 blogposts to see which had been censored or removed by the internet content provider. Therefore, for each of these bloggers, I had the content of what they had written and when each of the bloggers had been “treated” with censorship.

To study how censorship changes the behavior of bloggers, I focus on estimating the within-blogger change in topics before versus after censorship. In the period immediately before the blogger experienced censorship, did the blogger write about different topics than during the period immediately after the blogger experienced censorship? Because I am interested in changes in topics within bloggers, I removed all bloggers who had never experienced censorship. Topical variance among bloggers is quite high, and therefore a comparison between bloggers who had been censored and those who had never been censored would reflect which topics were censored, not how bloggers are influenced by censorship. Although the types of topics that are censored is an interesting question in itself, I reference the reader to King, Pan and Roberts (2013a,b) for discussion of this question and instead here focus on how individuals are affected by censorship.

I also removed all bloggers whose blogs had been removed altogether, as I could not tell if they
were missing due to government intervention or the blogger’s own choice. After sub-setting, 516 bloggers of interest remained. From each of these 516 bloggers, I randomly selected a censored post. I then selected the five blogposts directly preceding the censored posts, and the five blogposts directly following the censored post. Altogether, my dataset included with 5,199 blogposts from 516 bloggers.

3.3.2 The Structural Topic Model

To analyze the blogposts, I used a new method for text analysis called the Structural Topic Model (Roberts, Stewart and Airoldi 2013; Roberts et al. Forthcoming). The STM is based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng and Jordan 2003), which extracts topics in an unsupervised way from unstructured texts. However, STM allows for the inclusion of arbitrary covariates into the model for topic estimation, allowing better estimation of topics for documents that are not independent. Since I am interested in how a particular covariate (which blogposts were written after censorship) is related to topic choice, this model is ideal for the research question.

STM is also an appropriate choice for this application because it permits the inclusion of blogger-specific fixed effects and thus allows within-blogger estimation of how bloggers change topics in reaction to censorship. I include blogger-specific fixed effects and an indicator for whether the blogpost was written before or after censorship in the STM model.  

The Structural Topic Model estimates a variety of quantities of interest from the text data that are relevant to this analysis. First, it estimates a fixed number of topics, represented as a set probability distributions over the vocabulary within the corpus. A topic can be represented as the most likely words from each of these distributions, words that cluster together within documents.

---

2 If the censored post had fewer than five posts preceding or following it, I took the maximum number of posts that were available.

3 I also scraped a variety of metadata about the blogger, including number of followers, age, and gender, and included these metadata within robustness checks, but the metadata had no significant outcome on the overall results.
and form coherent concepts. STM also estimates correlations between topics, indicating whether some topics are more likely to be used together in the same document. Last, STM estimates topic proportions, or the estimated proportion of each document that is about a particular topic. Using the topic proportions, I can compare the distribution of topics in blogs written before and after censorship. If, after censorship, bloggers shift away from sensitive topics, become less critical of the government, and delay posting, we would conclude that they are self-censoring. If bloggers exhibit no topical or sentiment shifts after censorship, we would conclude that the awareness of censorship does not deter bloggers from writing, and that any anxiety produced by censorship is perhaps offset by countervailing considerations or emotions.

3.3.3 Results

I estimate a 50 topic model on 5,199 blogposts. Topics could be broadly classified as either relating to politics, or relating to personal life. An overview of the topics and their prevalence within the dataset can be found in Figure 3.1. Political topics include a range from party politics to international relations. Personal topics range from online diaries detailing what the blogger did that day, to love, family, and work. Other types of topics include computers (how to download a file, what operating system to use), art (celebrities, poetry, etc), political history (from Ancient Chinese history to Mao), or economics (exchange rates, small business, and the stock market). An individual blogger is likely to talk about several different topics throughout the time period in which they are blogging.

Figure 3.2 shows a correlation plot of the topics estimated. A line between topics indicates that those two topics were positively correlated. The correlation plot shows the main axes of discussion among bloggers. The topics are sub-classified into larger topical themes, including government, economics, history, art, and personal topics. Personal topics and art are on the left side of the plot,
while the more political topics including government, economics and history are on the right side of the plot.

The question I aim to answer is: are bloggers more likely to switch to more personal and less political topics after censorship? In order to provide the most rigorous test of this hypothesis, I subset the data to bloggers whose censored post was estimated to be more than 70% about a political topic. This eliminates blogs where the censored post could have been removed for reasons other than government censorship, such as spam or topics that may have been removed by the blogger herself, providing a more rigorous test of the theory.

Overall, bloggers whose censored post is about a political topic are much more likely to discuss economic and political topics in all their posts than those whose censored post was not mainly about an economic or political topic. Figure 3.3 shows the most common topics for the subset of bloggers whose censored post was about a political or economic topic. I also looked in detail at the censored posts. The most common censored blogposts in this sample were posts related to the downfall of Bo Xilai and anti-Japanese protests. This is consistent with King, Pan and Roberts (2013a), who find that the Chinese government tends to censor blogposts about collective action.

I use this subset of bloggers to determine whether bloggers have different topic proportions before and after censorship. Bloggers do not exhibit a significant shift in topic for any individual topic. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the shift in topic on political topics, which we would expect to be most negative, and life topics, which we would expect to be most positive. All confidence intervals cross zero, indicating no significant shift.

Only when I aggregate political and life topics do I find that bloggers exhibit a statistically significant but substantively very small shift away from political topics after censorship, indicating a very small degree of topical self-censorship. There exists a significant shift away from topics related to politics. However, this shift is quite small: bloggers decrease the political proportions...
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### Top Topics, Overall

![Top topics chart](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Top topics across all of the blogposts within the study. The words presented are the most frequent words within each topic.
Figure 3.2: Topical clusters. A line between two clusters indicates that the topics are correlated. Colors indicate the type of cluster.
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Top Topics, Political Subset

![Image of topic incidence for bloggers whose censored post was political.]

**Figure 3.3:** Topic incidence for bloggers whose censored post was political.

50
Figure 3.4: Shift in political topics, before and after censorship.
Figure 3.5: Shift in life topics, before and after censorship.
of their post 1% on average and increase post that discuss personal life by .1%. While fear of
government backlash might influence the topic selection one in 100 bloggers, it does not seem to
have a substantively meaningful influence and the effect may well be sub-conscious.

Censorship also does not seem to influence bloggers’ other observable actions. If bloggers re-
ally were deterred from writing after censorship, bloggers might write at a slower rate after being
censored, but a statistical test of the difference between the rate at which bloggers write before and
after censorship is small and insignificant. The time between blogposts after censorship is on aver-
age one day longer than before censorship, but this difference is not significant, with a confidence
interval of (-1.38, 3.78). Censorship also does not decrease the likelihood of future censorship,
which one might expect if bloggers began to write about topics that were less objectionable to
the government. On average, blogposts after censorship were 3% less likely to be censored than
blogposts before censorship, but this difference is not statistically significant, with a confidence
interval of (-.02,.08).

**Censorship Does Not Change Blogger Opinions**

While the STM can measure bloggers’ topical shifts before and after censorship, it is not engi-
neered to detect shifts in sentiment, which is often finer-grained than topics. To understand how
sentiment changes before and after censorship, I hired two coders to read a random sample of
blogposts. The coders indicated whether each post was critical, supportive, or neutral about the
government. I then analyzed whether bloggers were more critical after censorship than before cen-
sorship. As shown in Figure 3.6, I found no significant difference between critical, neutral, and
supportive categories before versus after censorship.
Robustness Checks

I conducted a variety of robustness checks to verify that these results persist across specifications. First, returning to each of the blogs, I scraped as much information as I could about the bloggers’ age, gender, number of followers, and city. While much of this data is missing from bloggers’ websites, I tested whether the topical reactions were related to the characteristics of the bloggers. Including these covariates did not change my results.

Second, it could be that the number of previous times a blogger has been censored affects whether they react to censorship. I ran a topic model using only the first blog censored for each of the bloggers, and another using only the last blog censored for each of the bloggers. Both topic models showed the same results: bloggers did not change the topics they discussed before and after censorship.
3.3.4 Implications for the Spread of Information

My finding that bloggers do not change topics or alter the sentiment of posts about the government in reaction to the awareness of censorship implies that fear produced by censorship does not slow the spread of information in China. Even when bloggers are aware of censorship, they are likely to continue writing about the same topics with the same sentiment as if they were unaware of censorship. Across half a billion Internet users in China, awareness of censorship is unlikely to stall the spread of information about a particular event, since consumers and producers of blogposts seem undeterred writing and consuming such information.

3.4 Test Two: An Experimental Study of Consumers of Blogposts

While censorship in China is less apparent to consumers of social media than it is to producers, occasionally a consumer of information will come across a censored page. One way observation of censorship occurs is through a link, when a page that the person is visiting links to the URL of a censored page. If the consumer clicks the link, she will be taken to an error page instead of the page with the original content. An example error page is displayed in Figure 3.7. Another way consumers of social media can observe censorship is within a forum or on Sina Weibo, the Chinese version of Twitter. When posts are censored within the forum or weibo, the content of the individual comment is removed, but the rest of the conversation still exists. The user will see a removed post where the original post once stood.

When a consumer comes across a censored page, she can often determine the topic of the censored post using context. For example, if the user clicked on a link to a censored page, the title of the link might indicate the content of the original blogpost. In a forum, consumers of
information may be able to guess at a missing post’s content from the surrounding discussion.

Consumers of blogposts in China often suspect that their online activities are subject to surveillance. Many internet content providers now require government IDs or a phone number for users to sign up for an online username. The government tracks online behavior of netizens who frequent internet cafes (Stevenson 2007). While a proposal to install tracking software nicknamed the “Green Dam” on all computers was abandoned after outcry from internet users, many local governments have nevertheless mandated similar software under different names (MacKinnon 2011).

In an age where online surveillance is common, if consumers of information come across censored blogposts or other types of social media, how do they react? If the consumer is significantly affected by fear of the state, particularly in light of the government’s online surveillance, the experience with a censored blogpost could cause the reader to avoid further interaction with the topic. On the other hand, if censorship creates countervailing emotions, such as indignation or curiosity, the consumer may have an increased interest in reading more about the topic. These basic questions motivate the second test of how fear influences the efficacy of censorship: an experiment of the awareness of censorship’s influence on consumers of blogposts in China.
3.4.1 Design

I conducted an experiment aimed at understanding how awareness of censorship affects consumers of blogposts with 150 students at Renmin and Qinghua Universities over the summer of 2013. Students were given a computer, either a laptop in a coffee shop or a computer in a lab setting and access to the internet. They were provided with a list of blogposts in a blog-aggregator. They were instructed to read blogposts that interested them, and told that they would be asked a few questions about the blogs they read after five minutes of reading. The subjects were aware that their actions online were being watched, as the description of the process indicated that their behavior online was being recorded, simulating an environment of surveillance.

The blogposts covered four different topics current events in China: protests surrounding the construction of para-exlyne (PX) plants in Yunnan, protests in Hong Kong against the government, a scandal alleging that a Chinese Communist Party official’s son, Li Tianyi, was involved in the gang rape of a woman, and blogs speculating that the Chinese economy would soon descend into an economic crisis similar to the one that occurred in the United States. Because this study was conducted in China, more sensitive topics could not be used, but pre-testing of the experiment suggested that these were all topics Chinese citizens would subject to censorship. All blogs within the study existed online and had not been censored at the time of the study.

Students were asked to read blogs that interested them and then told that they would be asked a few questions. They could judge which blogposts might interest them because the title of the blogpost was displayed on the main page of the aggregator, and each title contained information that would allow them to determine the post’s topic. It was clear that they could not cover all topics or read all blogposts during the time allotted; therefore, they had to choose which posts and topics to read.

For the treated group, the first blogpost the subject clicked on from a randomly selected topic
would not link to the blog itself, but instead to the error page associated with the blog’s internet content provider, indicating censorship. Instead of reading the blogpost, the student would then return to the blog aggregator and choose another blogpost to read. In the control group, all blogposts from that topic would link to the content of the post, instead of the error page.

The question of interest was: how does censorship of a blogpost influence the topic the reader selects next? Is the reader less likely to pick a blogpost on that topic because she has received a signal from the government that that topic is off limits? To measure this, I installed technology within the website to track the behavior of each individual. I could therefore observe when an individual clicked on a censored link, and if they did, which link they decided to click on after encountering the censored page.

A comparison between the group that encountered censorship and those that did not is the causal effect of the awareness of censorship on the reader’s consumption decisions. If the censored page created mainly fear and anxiety, we would expect participants to avoid that topic in the future. If the censored page inspired curiosity or indignation, we would expect participants to be equally or even more likely to click on the censored topic.

### 3.4.2 Results

The treatment had its intended influence on the subjects. When asked what the error page indicated, most (two-thirds) of respondents said that the page was unavailable due to government censorship. In addition, those treated with censored posts updated their expectations of which topics the government censors. Those who were treated with censored posts about Li Tianyi, the son of a Chinese Communist Party leader, were significantly more likely to say that the government censored rumors about government officials than those not treated with censored posts about Li Tianyi. Similarly, respondents who were treated with censored posts about the Hong Kong
PX protests were significantly more likely to say that the government censored information about protests than those not treated with censored posts related to protests.\textsuperscript{4}

Censorship did not dissuade people from reading more about the same topic; instead, it made people more interested in the topic. Readers who came across censored posts were more likely to next click on a post on the same topic than those who came across uncensored posts, keeping the topic of the blogpost constant. Further, readers who come across censored posts were clicked on more posts about that topic over the course of the experiment than readers who were not treated with censorship (Figure 3.9). The results are strongest for respondents who thought that the error page was due to censorship, and insignificant for those who thought that the error was due to an internet error or to the removal by the blogger.

More tellingly, treated subjects had different views than control subjects about how much the

\textsuperscript{4}Respondents were all debriefed after the survey was conducted and told that none of the posts within the experiment were actually censored. This project had full approval of Harvard’s Institutional Review Board.
government should censor the internet. When asked about political censorship, including censorship of discussion forums, censorship of rumors, and censorship of “malicious information” (terms the government uses to describe the material it censors), treated subjects were more likely to say that they thought censorship should be reduced than control subjects. This difference in opinion suggests that the observation of censorship creates countervailing emotions that undermine the legitimacy of the government’s information laws.

The results imply that awareness of censorship on the part of consumers of blogposts does not dissuade these consumers from reading more about a topic. Instead, observing censorship interests readers in learning more about the topic, and increases frustration with government censorship laws. Censorship, in this context, may backfire and actually undermine government policy.

If readers are intrigued, not deterred, by visible censorship, observable censorship will increase the spread of information rather than slow it. Consumers are more likely to read about the topic, and
might therefore be more likely to share it with their friends. They might be angered by censorship and emboldened to oppose the government’s censorship policy. The mechanism would therefore have the opposite effect than the previous literature would have expected.

3.5 Conclusion

If fear is not the way through which governments can stall the spread of information in online media, then through what mechanism, if any, can governments wield information control? While visible censorship, like the name would suggest, backfires on the motivations of its initiator, invisible censorship, unnoticed by consumers, can have significant effects. In the next two chapters, I turn to less visible censorship: information friction and information flooding.
Chapter 4

Information Friction and Protests in China

Soon after the introduction of the internet, scholars posited that the masses would be the beneficiaries of this new technology, at the expense of the powerful (Zheng 2007a; Browning 2002; Grossman 1995). The internet created transparency, providing minute-to-minute news on actions of governments, politicians, companies, and interest groups. The internet allowed citizens to communicate with each other instantly, creating a new forum for civil society that could spread signals of discontent and organize action against the government, before bumbling censors could access this information (Yang 2009). And the internet thwarted government and interest-group led efforts of censorship because with the internet, nothing could be kept secret (Taubman 1998).

However, the perception that the internet has made all information accessible is fundamentally flawed. While the internet has made a lot of information easy to find, much information is still disaggregated or difficult for the public to access. Market research provides evidence that internet users are for the most part lazy consumers of information, and will only consume the most accessible information (Hoelzle January 2012). Governments and interest groups, who are the main actors gathering and providing access to information, will determine what information consumers are most likely to read.
In this chapter, I focus on information friction, or the act of making information more disaggregated and more inaccessible to the public. Governments and interest groups are the most likely groups to employ and information friction strategy. First, these groups are willing to use resources to make information difficult to find. They will build infrastructure or pay individuals to make information less accessible. Second, these groups are often the primary sources of information. Groups and governments collect data on themselves, and therefore often are the gatekeepers to such information and can easily make this information more or less costly to access.

In China, the government employs an extensive censorship infrastructure to make undesirable information more costly to access. In particular, in this chapter I focus on content filtering, which is when government censors remove individual blogposts from the internet. The Chinese government uses content filtering to remove information about protest events within China (King, Pan and Roberts 2013a). By removing individual accounts of protest, the government is creating information friction – information about the protest events less accessible, as the information is more difficult to find online.

In this chapter, I collect hundreds of thousands of blogposts about three different examples of protest events in China before the Chinese government reads and censors them. I measure censorship of each of these postings and take data when available about the geographical location associated with the social media posts. Leveraging variation in censorship across websites, location, and time, I demonstrate that information friction, despite its imperfections, reduces the number of new blog postings about an event and reduces the geographical spread of information about that event.

In doing so, I also unravel the conditions under which information friction is more and less effective. I show that when government policy toward a protest event is more monolithic, content filtering is high and consistent across websites, slowing the spread of information. When, however,
various groups within the government have different opinions on the extent to which a protest event should be censored, censorship is lower and less consistent across websites, and information about the protest event spreads more quickly. This supports the theory that competition between groups or within governments can thwart information friction efforts, as some groups will work to make information less accessible, but others will cancel their efforts out by packaging or promoting it.

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I discuss the connection between theory of information friction and content filtering, focusing on how the Chinese government uses content filtering to stop the spread of information during protest events. Next, I describe three different types of protest events in China: protests against the Chinese governance of Tibet through self-immolations, environmental protests aimed at industrial projects supported by local governments, and nationalistic protests against Japan. Within each protest event, I use variation in censorship across websites, time, and geography to provide a detailed quantitative analysis of the influence of content filtering on the spread of information. I find that websites, periods of time, and geographies with higher levels of content filtering witness a reduction in the spread of information.

4.1 Content Filtering Creates Information Friction in China

The Chinese government is well situated to create information friction. First, the government has invested enormous resources in the infrastructure necessary for censorship. The Chinese government’s censorship program is one of the most extensive in the world, employing thousands of people and operating over hundreds of different websites (King, Pan and Roberts 2013a). Second, authoritarian governments notoriously have difficulty gathering information about the public (Lorentzen, Landry and Yasuda 2010) and therefore the Chinese government monitors public opinion online and therefore is already following social media (Denyer August 2, 2013). Its extensive and costly censorship infrastructure, in conjunction with the fact that it is already monitoring so-
cial media, means it can react very quickly and early to circumstances when it hopes to create information friction by removing content about a particular event.

The main result of this extensive censorship and monitoring apparatus is not keeping information completely secret, but making objectionable information less accessible in order to create significant frictions for netizens who try to access it. Famously, the Great Firewall, which blocks foreign websites in China, makes accessing foreign information more costly for the public because it requires a proxy or a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to circumvent. A less known example, search filtering, reorders search results such that information the government would rather not people read about receives a lower search rank. While information about these topics still exists online, search filtering frustrates the user by making search engines less useful in locating incriminating information. The government also slows down websites, like Google mentioned in Chapter 1, that are likely to contain information they would rather the public not access. Indeed, the result of each of these tools is not the complete destruction of information, but rather the creation of slight barriers to access that may frustrate consumers – information friction.

This chapter will focus primarily on only one of the Chinese government’s censorship methods: content filtering, which is the selective removal of blogposts online in China. While the Great Firewall blocks foreign websites, the vast majority of social media posts in China are written on Chinese-owned internet content providers (ICPs). These website provide blogging, microblogging, forum, or bulletin board services, allowing Chinese citizens to express and share their views online. There are more than 600 million internet users in China, and the typical user has accounts with several different services (DeSilver December 2, 2013).

The Chinese government devolves responsibility of content filtering of social media posts to each of these individual internet content providers. When a user posts something that is objectionable to the government online, the website is responsible for removing this material from the
internet. If government censors find too much objectionable material on a website, they have the authority to shut the entire website down. Under threat of extinction, internet content providers employ thousands of censors who remove content based on weekly or daily directives from government agencies.

Large-scale studies of content filtering in the past have shown that the government focuses the efforts of censors on removing posts related to collective action events. King, Pan and Roberts (2013a,b) show that surprisingly the government does not target criticism, but rather removes all posts related to collective action events regardless of their support or criticism of the government. Bamman, O’Connor and Smith (2012) show that censorship focuses on social media posts that are geolocated in more restive areas, like Tibet. The aim of government censorship seems to be to stop information flow from protest areas to other parts of China, or to prevent people from knowing about protest events. Since large-scale protest is known to be one of the main threats to the Chinese regime (Chen 2012), success for the Chinese censorship program is preventing the spread of information about protests in order to reduce their scale.

Despite extensive content filtering, if users were motivated and willing to invest time in finding information about protests, they could overcome information friction to find such information. First, information is published online before it is removed by internet companies. There usually exists a lag of several hours if not a day or two before content is removed from the internet. Therefore, even the most objectionable material will spend a period of time online and will be available to the public before it is removed.

Second, internet content providers will occasionally miss posts related to an event. Automated methods of content filtering are not sophisticated or very successful, and therefore much of content filtering is done by hand. Since censors cannot read every post on the Chinese internet, they may miss a fraction of objectionable material. Netizens who want to discuss a particular event may also
find ways to trick the censors, either by finding websites that are less carefully watched (talking about politics on a dating website, for example), or by finding phrasing that makes posts about the topic difficult for the censors to find.

Last, if the event is reported in the foreign press, internet users could access the information by jumping the Great Firewall, using a VPN. Even if Chinese internet content providers remove information about these events, Twitter, Facebook, or other blocked social media companies will often contain information about these events. These companies do not filter content at the instruction of the Chinese government, and therefore, as long as a user has the knowhow and money to access a VPN, they can access the entire unfiltered foreign web.

However, despite the possibility of accessing information in the face of content filtering, the slightly increased costs of information due to content filtering reduce the probability that netizens who have a preference for easily accessible information will come across information about protests, and therefore have a significant influence on number of people who know about an event. This is primarily because content filtering reduces the prevalence of information on the Chinese internet, meaning that fewer people run into this information while searching the web, it is less likely that the information will go viral. Content filtering particularly focuses on bloggers who have large followings (Zhu et al. 2013), thus reducing the spread of information about the protest.

Content filtering not only decreases the accessibility of information, it also can disaggregate accounts of an event, making the full picture difficult to piece together for netizens. Users cannot tell whether the lack of information online about a particular event is due to government censorship or to general disinterest in the event. If “no one” seems to be talking about protests in Inner Mongolia, for example, even people who know about the protest may assume the protests do not have widespread support. They may assume that the protest was started by radicals, and that people they follow online, their “friends”, do not support these people. Unless they subsequently
spend time searching and aggregating multiple accounts of the event, netizens may not realize the importance of an event even if they simply happen upon one post related to it.

Last, even if users can access unfiltered information on foreign websites, very few Chinese netizens choose to use a VPN to jump the Firewall. In a survey of the participants in the experiment described in Chapter 3, only 8% of the participants said they frequently jumped the Firewall. When I asked the other 92% of participants why they didn’t jump the firewall, only five said that it was because of government regulation; the majority said that it was because jumping the firewall was “too annoying”. Many also said that there was no reason to jump the Great Firewall – what useful information was there behind it? The combination of the small costs of jumping the Firewall and the uncertainty of its benefits is sufficient reason to deter large numbers of netizens from using VPNs.

All of these small costs add up to create a multiplying influence on the inaccessibility and disaggregation of information about the protest. The more content filtering, the fewer people happen upon the information and the fewer new postings occur online. The fewer the new postings, the fewer people know about the event, and those who do are more likely to think the event has fewer followers than they would if there was more discussion online. The fewer people who know about the event, the fewer people know there is any reason to jump the Great Firewall and are therefore unwilling to pay the small costs of a VPN. The smaller the number of social media posts that are related to the event, the fewer people out protesting, and the smaller effect the protest has on governance.

1Since students are the most tech-savvy part of the population, we would expect a much lower percentage to use a VPN in the broader Chinese population.
4.1.1 Internal Government Conflict Reduces the Efficacy of Censorship

If content filtering works to create information friction, as I suggest here, then the more content filtering about protest events, the more effective censorship will be in reducing the spread of information and the scale of protests. We would expect a negative monotonic relationship between content filtering and the spread of information. However, internet content providers sometimes receive conflicting content filtering directives from a variety of different government institutions. In these cases, content filtering should be less consistent and less effective than when messages from government institutions are very consistent.

Internet content providers receive directives from various government agencies for what content they are required to filter. All ICP’s receive directives from the central government about censorship, but some also receive local government directives associated with the location of the company. In addition, if companies have government connections in a particular part of the bureaucracy, they will receive and censor material from that institution.

As a result, coordination of censorship across websites in China is sometimes difficult because of conflict within the government. Shih (2008a) shows that factional conflict frequently shows up in newspapers, where particular provinces more aligned with the leading faction will more frequently reprint the leading faction’s political slogan. In addition, competition between local governments for promotions may create incentives to shirk on censorship. A protest in another province would reflect poorly on the leader of that province, so a competing provincial leader could have incentives to delay censorship. Local government officials have also been known to pay censors to remove material they find objectionable when the central government will not issue a directive to do so (Zhu April 21, 2014). Such within-government competition creates opportunities to measure how competition between groups influences the efficacy of both information friction and information flooding.
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The more consistent government censorship is over time and space, the more effective it is in stopping the spread of information. Competition among groups or even simply a lack of coordination across websites can make information friction less effective. However, even if censorship directives are not consistent across the whole country, it does not mean content filtering is completely useless. As I discuss more below, even when there is widespread discussion of an event, content filtering focused on a particular website or geographical location can reduce discussion on that website or in that geographical area.

4.2 Three Examples of Protests in China With Varying Levels of Censorship

In this section, I describe the three different examples of protest events I study within this chapter: self-immolation protests against Chinese governance in Tibet, environmental protests against industrial projects with local government backing, and anti-Japanese protests in the fall of 2012. While the government targeted each of these protests with content filtering, the consistency of censorship across websites varied across events. Censorship over self-immolation protests was monolithic and consistent, censorship over environmental protests was originally targeted in the locality, and only later became consistent over the whole country, and censorship over anti-Japanese protest exhibited variation across websites. Such variation allows me to estimate the effect of content filtering on the spread of information, and piece out how competition between groups influences the efficacy of information friction.
4.2.1 Monolithic Censorship: Self-Immolations in Tibet

Between March of 2011 and July of 2013, 120 Tibetans self-immolated within China, the majority of whom died after setting themselves on fire. While the exact reasons for the self-immolations are unknown and probably vary substantially by person, writings by self-immolators call for Tibetan independence, greater Tibetan autonomy, or the return of the Dalai Lama, all policy stances that the Chinese government opposes (Regalbuto 2012; Han 2013).

These protest events represent a huge problem for the Chinese government, as this recent spate of self-immolations follows large-scale protests in 2008, where thousands of young people protested in Tibet, some waving the Tibetan flag and calling for independence (Greve 2013). The self-immolations themselves are also frequently followed by larger-scale protests. Since the maintenance of harmony between ethnic groups and fighting independence movements is central to Chinese national security policy, the immolations are a direct challenge to the Chinese government. Self-immolations in other countries also have caused political upheaval; for example, Mohamed Bouazizi, a Tunisian businessman, is credited with sparking the Arab Spring in 2010 after self-immolating in political protest (Lotan et al. 2011). A self-immolation protest by a young factory worker Jeon Tae-il in November of 1970 began a larger movement for workers rights in South Korea, that eventually culminated in democratization (Armstrong 2006).

To discourage protest events, the government quickly responds to self-immolation events, removing the self-immolator as quickly as possible and increasing police presence to prevent protest events in the aftermath. Police often punish villagers and families of Tibetans who have self-immolated to discourage future events. Monasteries are often surrounded with police force since many of the self-immolators are Buddhist monks (Greve 2013).

Accounts and news of Tibetan self-immolations are uniformly and quickly censored on social media websites. No locality has vested interest in Tibetan independence, and therefore, all agree
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with government policy and follow it. This is aided by the repetition of such events within China: local governments will automatically censor accounts of these events, since all similar events in the past have been censored.

Information about self-immolation events is also more excludable than other types of protest events. Such events often occur in rural or semi-rural areas within Tibet, where much less infrastructure and internet access exists than in other parts of China. As a result, government authorities and police are likely to be some of the first to encounter such events and therefore have more control over the dissemination of information about those events. This provides a contrast to other protest event in China that occur in urban areas, with thousands of people who often have access to the internet through their mobile phones, and therefore third party accounts of the event are more numerous.

4.2.2 Local Conflict: Environmental Protests Against Local Projects

Over the past five years in China, NIMBY, or “Not in My Backyard” protest movement have become increasingly common. These locally-organized protests opposing the construction of industrial plants because of environmental concerns have been successful in generating government concessions, and in some cases have caused local governments to suspend plans to build the plants. The two protest events I focus on occurred in July of 2012: one in Shifang, a city within Sichuan province and the other in Qidong, a city on the coast of Jiangsu province.

Shifang Copper Smelting Plant

The Shifang protest occurred between July 1 and July 3, 2012, when protesters opposed the construction of a copper smelting plant. This plant was a central part of the local government’s plan for economic rebuilding after the Sichuan earthquake, which had devastated the city’s economy in
2008 (Bradsher July 4, 2012). However, residents feared that the byproducts of the plant would create pollution that might have negative influences on their health and environment.

The protests attracted thousands of participants. They were mainly organized by students in Shifang, but expanded to include more citizens. Violent interactions reportedly took place between local police and the protesters. Some of the students were detained over the course of the protest. On July 3, after three days of protesting, the local government conceded, announcing the shut down of the copper plant (Blanchard July 8, 2012).

**Qidong Pipeline Protests**

The Qidong protests occurred on July 28, 2012. Thousands of protesters took to the streets of Qidong to protest a pipeline project that would take waste water from a Japanese-owned paper mill to the port near Qidong. Protesters stormed the local government office, holding the mayor captive. That same day, the local government cancelled construction on the project. The protests were largely organized and motivated by the fishing industry in Qidong, which feared that the pollution would have a negative impact on their livelihood. They were also nationalistic in nature because the plant was owned by a Japanese company (Lin July 30, 2012).

Censorship in both of these environmental protests focused on removing social media posts about the protest event, in particular posts from Shifang and Qidong. However, censorship in other geographical areas was somewhat delayed, either because the local government needed time to communicate with the central government about the protest event, or because of political competition between provinces. Thus censorship was not employed as consistently and quickly as in the Tibetan case, which provides a useful contrast. The variation over geography within these environmental protests allows me to measure the influence of local information accessibility on the spread of information, which I detail in the analysis section.
4.2.3 Larger Ideological Conflict: Anti-Japanese Protests

At the beginning of 2012, the mayor of Tokyo, Shintaro Ishihara announced his plans to nationalize the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands, a group of islands claimed by both China and Japan, but at the time owned privately by a Japanese businessman. While initially, this move was only part of Ishihara’s election campaign, eventually the Japanese government moved to support the nationalization of the islands in July 2012 because of political pressure.

In reaction and in the lead up to the nationalization of the islands, huge protests erupted in China. Hundreds of cities witnessed anti-Japanese protests during August and September of 2012 (Weiss 2014). The protests occurred all over China, and included not only peaceful demonstrations, but also looting of Japanese business and Japanese-owned property.

While the protests were widespread, the Chinese government’s reaction was understandably mixed. Since Japan did not back down from nationalization, the existence of anti-Japanese protests buttressed China’s power in negotiations vis-a-vis Japan. The government could point to these protests as domestic pressure that would not allow it to accede to nationalization of the islands (Weiss 2013).

At the same time, these protests included citizens with grievances against the Chinese government itself. The protests were not purely against Japan, and some of the protesters expressed anti-government sentiment, reflecting grievances over other social injustices, or support for recently-ousted leader Bo Xilai, in direct defiance of government policy (Weiss 2014). Anti-government sentiment could be particularly destabilizing in the lead up to the 18th Party Congress, scheduled for November 2012.

Official policy reflected this mixed view on the protests. Historically, elites have used nationalist anti-Japan sentiment as a vehicle of voicing policy objections and advocating for their own position within government, and as a result, much conflict exists about the correct response to the
protests within the government (He 2007). The government finally did crackdown on September 18, 2012, when the largest and most violent protests took place. However, before then, the government reaction was mixed. Certain cities, especially large cities, cracked down on the protests, while smaller cities did not (Weiss 2014). Some websites heavily censored anti-Japanese sentiment, while others let it go relatively uncontrolled. This variation likely reflected splits within the government about how to deal with the protests and the conflict with Japan.

The anti-Japanese protests, therefore, present a case in which to study the influence of censorship when censorship policy is not consistent across websites because of splits within the government. Without uniform censorship across websites, discussion about the islands is very prevalent before the September 18th crackdown. However, despite non-uniform censorship, I show that content filtering reduces new postings about the Diaoyu Islands within websites so that even small-scale content filtering can reduce discussion within local communities.

4.3 Content Filtering Slows the Spread of Information: Evidence

In order to study the efficacy of censorship across each of these very different protest events, I collected social media postings related to the event during the time period that they occurred. I collected these social media postings before the Chinese government was able to censor them, and later returned to the URL to see whether they had been removed from the internet. Thus I measured which posts were censored for each of these events, on which websites and, in many cases, the location of the post itself.

I now take a closer look at each protest event, and using the variation created in censorship across websites, geography, and time, show how content filtering is effective in slowing the spread
4.3.1 More Discussion of Self-Immolations on the Weekends When Censorship is Lower

To study how information friction through content filtering influences the spread of news surrounding self-immolation events, I collected a random sample of social media postings related to self-immolations between March of 2011 and July of 2013 before the Chinese government was able to censor them. I then checked to see which of these posts had been removed from the internet.

Discussion of self-immolations on social media in China naturally clusters around self-immolation events. In this section, I define “bursts” of social media posts about an event as the spike in volume of social media discussion about an event at the time of the event. Social media is by nature bursty (Ratkiewicz et al. 2010), but some events receive more attention than others. In this context, since I obtain posts before censorship, I measure how many posts were written about the event. However, depending on how quickly censorship occurs, many of these posts were only accessible to readers for a short period of time. The government censors many of the postings about self-immolations and is largely successful – around 80% of all social media posts within a burst associated with a self-immolation event are censored.

Despite relatively uniform censorship across self-immolation events, some self-immolations have more posts than others – some have longer bursts, or more social media posts about that immolation event. Figure 4.1 shows the variation in bursts across the 120 self-immolation events between 2011 and 2013. Some events receive barely any attention, while others have a large amount of social media discussion associated with the event.
Figure 4.1: Length of bursts for 120 self-immolation events between 2011 and 2013
Why would some immolations receive more attention than others? It could be that the nature of the event was such that some self-immolations received more attention from the public than others. The age of the immolator is usually something people note when discussing self-immolation events, with younger immolators often discussed with more apparent grief than older immolators. Monks who self-immolate might have a larger network of followers, or be viewed more sympathetically than lay immolators, leading to more attention about the event. Self-immolation events that appear in clusters might build on each other, generating more attention.

However, in an environment of high censorship, the fact that some immolators receive barely any online attention at all and that the spread of information about self-immolations is overall so stifled suggests that the length of the burst could be explained by variation in friction caused by the control of information. If difference in burst length between self-immolation events were due to variation in information friction, we would expect that social media posts that were online for a longer period of time would also have more time to be re-shared by others. The faster censorship, the fewer people would know about the event, and the fewer posts would be written about it. The quicker that censors react to an event, the less online discussion about that event.

I do not have realtime data on censorship of self-immolation events because the infrastructure required to detect realtime censorship over such a long time period is prohibitively large. However, real time analyses of censorship over short time periods can be conducted, and a few authors have uncovered the regular schedule of censors. Using real-time data collected by King, Pan and Roberts (2013a), which were collected around the same time that the posts within my sample were written, I find that censorship is relatively low on the weekends relative to the weekdays. King, Pan and Roberts (2013a) find that censorship generally occurs within one day of posting. A post written Friday is most likely censored on Friday. However, a post written on Friday is second most likely to be censored on Monday, not on Saturday or Sunday. This suggests that fewer censors are working
on the weekends than during the weekdays.

Self-immolations, however, can happen on any day of the week, and do. An analysis of all self-immolation events over the past two years show that self-immolations are no more likely to happen on one day of the week or another. Since the act of self-immolation is so desperate, there is likely very little strategy involved in the particular day of the week chosen.

If information friction were effective in stopping the spread of information, we might expect that bursts related to self-immolations would be longer on the weekend, given that it might take longer for censors to locate and delete these postings and therefore provide a longer period of time for others to read and repost these social media posts. Indeed, bursts associated with self-immolations on the weekends are significantly longer than those associated with self-immolations that occur on a weekday.

Of course, the length of the social media burst could be due to other variables besides censorship. Monks might be more more likely to gain a larger following. The age of the self-immolator could be related to both the timing and the following. In order to control for these variables, I collected data about the specific circumstances of each self-immolation event, including the age, whether the self-immolator was a monk, and the time since the last self-immolation to capture any clustering effects.

I model the length of the burst using a negative binomial regression, where the length of the burst is the dependent variable and whether or not the self-immolation occurred on a weekend is the main independent variable of interest. Controlling of characteristics of the self-immolator, I find that whether the event was on a weekend is still a significant predictor of the length of the burst. Simulations from the model are included in Figure 4.2, showing a positive effect of an event happening on the weekend on the expected number of posts within the burst.

The finding that the speed of content filtering influences the number of posts about a self-
Figure 4.2: Weekend self-immolations have longer bursts than weekday self-immolations, negative binomial model.
immolation event indicates that small costs of access to information, such as the timing of censor-
sorship, influence the spread of information about protest events throughout China. Even in this
case, where fear and self-censorship should be constant across immolation events, the timing of
censorship dictated by censors’ schedules influences the number of people who knew about an
event.

This suggests that information friction, the decreased accessibility of information does indeed slow the spread of information in China. If censors are slightly faster at taking posts down for a self-immolation event, information about that event is slightly more costly to netizens than if they remove posts more slowly. Faster censorship means fewer people access that information and fewer write new posts about the event, further decreasing accessibility of information about the protest. I now turn to protests where the Chinese government is less consistent in censorship.

4.3.2 Environmental Protest: Local Censorship Influences Local Discussion

To study the influence of information friction on the spread of information about environmental protests in Shifang and Qidong, I collect geo-located social media posts from Sina Weibo relating to both protest events. These protest events were significant political events, and netizens all over China discussed them. However, censorship exhibited much variation across localities in China. Figure 4.3 shows censorship rates for both Shifang and Qidong in the Chinese provinces on the first and second day of each protest. Clearly, there is variation in censorship across locality; in particular, censorship initially focused on the location of the protest event itself and later spread to the entire country, but also some localities picked up censorship of the event more quickly than others.

If small costs of information were significant in reducing access to information during these protest events, we would expect that local censorship would influence the local spread of informa-
Figure 4.3: Geography of protest events for Qidong and Shifang environmental protests. Censorship begins with high variation across provinces but ends with low variation. White provinces indicate there is not enough data to provide censorship information.
People tend to be more connected with others within their same locality. Even in an online world where sharing messages with people across the country is as easy as sharing messages with people next door, networks of friends that develop on the ground also mean that people who are closer to each other are more connected online. We would expect that if content filtering were higher in one locality, people in that locality would be less likely to come across information about the protest event; information about the protest would be less accessible for that locality. High content filtering in Guangxi and low content filtering in Beijing will mean that on average people in Guangxi province are less likely to read information about the protest because their friends’ posts have been taken down, whereas talk about the protest in Beijing is more likely to go viral.

To measure the “local effect” of censorship, I gathered information on the total number of posts from each city during the duration of these two protest events and the number of these posts that were censored. If censorship has a local friction effect, we would expect that if locality A and locality B have the same number of posts on day 1, but locality A has a higher censorship rate, then locality A will have fewer new posts on Day 2. To estimate this, I ran a negative binomial regression of the number of posts in a locality on the number of posts in that locality the day before and the censorship rate the day before. The capture locality-specific and date-specific effects, I include time and city fixed effects. I combine the Shifang and Qidong protests, but also include an indicator variable for the protest event, in order to capture the fact that the two protests could have had inherently different levels of interest.

I find that the censorship rate for the previous day within the locality significantly decreases the number of new postings from that locality on the following day. Figure 4.4 shows simulated results from the model of the expected number of posts for a variety of censorship rates the previous day. The expected number of posts is decreasing with the censorship rate.

This “local effect” of censorship suggests that content filtering is still somewhat effective even
Figure 4.4: Marginal effect of censorship on the number of posts in the following day, across cities in Qidong and Shifang environmental protests.
when it is not completely consistent across websites. It also implies that more consistent content filtering across localities would be more effective in stifling discussion. This suggests that competition between localities, or miscommunications between groups would make friction less effective.

I now turn to the last example, where censorship is more variable across websites and show content filtering, while much less effective overall, is still somewhat effective at reducing the number of new posts within websites.

4.3.3 Anti-Japan: Websites with Higher Censorship Have Less Discussion

To study the efficacy of censorship for anti-Japan protests, I collected thousands of social media posts from 12 different websites surrounding the protests against Japan in September of 2012. Protests erupted in over 200 cities during this time period. The largest protests occurred on September 18, 2012 which is “National Humiliation Day” in China, the day preceding the Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931. After September 18, the government began explicitly cracking down on the protests, and protests ceased after that time period.

The data from the anti-Japan protests is useful in measuring the effect of friction in the discussion of the protests on social media because there is a large variation in censorship of these posts across websites. While the Chinese government censorship program is focused on censoring information about protests, anti-Japanese protests are somewhat of a gray area and are occasionally state-coordinated. There is also evidence of significant sub-national variation in the extent to which anti-Japan protests are discouraged (Weiss 2014). This inconsistency in censorship is reflected in the websites, which are likely getting censorship directives from a variety of different sources within the government.

If the friction caused by censorship were effective in slowing the spread of information, we would expect higher levels of censorship within a website would be associated with fewer sub-
sequent posts on that website. There are two reasons this might happen – first, content filtering removes posts, making it seem like little discussion is happening on that website. When a netizen wants to discuss her opinion on the Diaoyu Islands crisis, then she might be less likely to go to a website with very few posts about anti-Japan because there is little existing discussion to add to. Second, frequent visitors to the site are less likely to read about the topic if it has been censored and may therefore be less likely to become interested in the topic and generate new posts. The fact that the posts are missing might go unnoticed but the lack of posts themselves will create frictions for further discussion.

On the other hand, if information friction caused by the selective removal of posts were not effective in dissuading discussion, netizens would create new postings on the website regardless of censorship on the website. People would access information about the protests regardless of what website they follow, and they would post their opinions on this no matter what website they blogged on. Partial censorship one day would not decrease postings the next because persistent users would find information about the crisis.

Using variation across websites with the anti-Japan data, I conduct two tests to see whether within-website censorship is effective in stifling discussion. First, I see whether websites with more censorship also have fewer postings during September 2012. This is true, consistent with effective censorship – websites with higher levels of censorship also have fewer posts during the time period, as showing in Figure 4.5.

This first test does not leverage the time variation of the postings – it simply looks for a correlation between censorship and the number of postings over the month of September. We know from previous research that the websites within China focus their censorship efforts within bursts – or when many people begin talking about the topic of interest all at the same time. If censorship were effective at stopping discussion on a website, we should expect that for social media websites that
Figure 4.5: Websites with higher levels of censorship also have fewer posts, anti-Japan protests.
delete most postings within a burst, the burst itself would be shorter than those that do not censor posts within the burst.

For example, Figure 4.6 shows the number of posts on two similar websites in China. The first website has an overall high censorship level of discussion of the Diaoyu Islands crisis, with censorship concentrated in the burst. The second website has an overall lower censorship level and does not increase censorship within the burst. Consistent with the notion that censorship decreases the length of the burst, the first website has a much more peaked burst, while the second website has a much more natural increase and decrease in discussion of the topic over time.

To extend the analysis to all websites, I measure the length of the bursts for each of the 12 websites surrounding the September 18th protests. For some websites, the burst of conversation surrounding the September 18th protest lasts five days, for some websites, the burst is only for the day of September 18th. I then calculate the percent censorship during the burst. Consistent with the notion that higher censorship on a website decreases discussion on that website, the length of the burst and censorship within the burst are significantly negatively correlated. High censorship of the September 18th protest events also means fewer postings within websites and a shorter length of the burst on the website.

Similar to the previous example, since content filtering is effective within websites, the evidence suggests that information friction is more effective the more consistent information friction is across websites. Ideological disagreement and the lack of coordination across websites undermines the government’s censorship policy. Unlike the case of the self-immolations, when all websites agreed on censorship and therefore very few posts about self-immolations could be located online, the total amount of discussion online about the anti-Japanese protests was much more widespread than about self-immolations.
Figure 4.6: Censorship profile during anti-japanese protests over two websites. Red line indicates censored post, black line indicates all posts.
4.4 Conclusion

This chapter shows that despite the increased availability of information online, the Chinese government uses information friction in the form of content filtering to decrease the accessibility of information related to protest events, thereby reducing the spread of information about protests in China. The success of the content filtering program rests not on keeping information secret or intimidating people to keep information secret, but on creating frictions by slightly decreasing access to information to make it unlikely that large numbers of people will become aware of the protests. This strategy is particularly effective when governments can organize a consistent policy of censorship across factions and localities.
In previous chapters, I show that fear is not the main mechanism through which governments and organized interests slow the spread of information. I show that information friction, or small and primarily invisible costs of access to information, is instead the primary mechanism through which censorship is effective in the digital age.

In this chapter, I move to a discussion of the ways in which governments and interest groups promote information in the digital age and the mechanisms through which this promotion is effective. I argue that the promotion of information is still possible in an information age through a mechanism I call information flooding, or the coordinated effort to distribute information. Information flooding occurs when a group or government distributes its viewpoint by ensuring that a particular piece of information or a particular perspective is repeated from many different sources in the news media or social media. Because of the repetition, this information is highly accessible, if not impossible for citizens to avoid. Citizens are likely to come across the information and are likely to share it with others.
Information flooding is the opposite of information friction as it has a multiplier effect on the information environment. The more information that a group distributes initially, the more third parties will re-share it, or pick it up within their own writing. Flooding is a strategy only available to groups with concentrated interests like the government and interest groups because these groups have the resources and incentives to force third-parties to share the information.

To empirically test whether information flooding by the Chinese government influences the spread of information within the Chinese blogosphere, in this chapter I collect all articles published by 17 different provincial newspapers over the course of 2012. I identify “flooding topics” as particular topics that are coordinated across many of the 17 newspapers, and therefore were extremely low cost to the public. Despite the fact that many of these articles would be considered “propaganda”, I show that phrases in articles that are coordinated across more newspapers are much more likely to appear in other writing in both the domestic and international blogosphere than topics and wording that is not coordinated across provincial newspapers. This evidence suggests that flooding of Chinese propaganda influences the writing and wording of bloggers all over the world.

This chapter is outlined as follows. In the next section, I describe information flooding, and how it differs from previous theories of the efficacy of propaganda. In the following section, I discuss the use of flooding strategies by the Chinese government. I then describe the data I use to test this theory. In the last section, I describe the results and estimates from my test on how information flooding influences the spread of information online.

### 5.1 Information Flooding and Propaganda

Using similar logic to scholars who argue that censorship is impossible in a digital age, many scholars have argued that propaganda, or the promotion of information, is also outdated in the age
of the internet (Lynch 1999; Lieberthal 1995). These scholars maintain the propaganda can only be effective when the state can control the agenda, which occurs when the number of sources of information is constrained. As the number of media sources has proliferated with the advent of the internet, consumers of information have more choices over the sources of information. These authors argue that consumers of information select out of state media sources and into sources with more “reliable” information (Stockmann 2012).

A few authors oppose this view, arguing that while state media is recognizable, propaganda is a signal of government power and therefore is closely followed by citizens (Huang and Li 2013). Propaganda, in these authors’ views, creates norms that citizens are trained to follow (Brady 2009). Even if this propaganda is unbelievable, by inducing participation in propaganda, the state can create rituals and standards that encourage compliance (Wedeen 1999). In particular, in China, the government emphasizes propaganda to promote cultural governance, appealing to citizens emotions to prevent protests and keep them in line with government policy (Perry 2013).

In this chapter, I show that propaganda can be effective simply through the prevalence of information. Governments and organized interest groups coordinate propaganda by repeating information from multiple sources so that it is low-cost to citizens. Because such repetition makes information highly available to citizens, the population will be more likely to consume propaganda, regardless of whether they can identify the source. The “flooding” of information in the news media and blogosphere by governments and interest groups works not so much to signal power as to prioritize the consumption of government-produced news over news produced by other groups or by citizens themselves. Propaganda is effective because governments and interest groups have the resources to make it easy to access and low cost, and low-cost stories are more likely to reverberate throughout the blogosphere.

Coordination of propaganda has long been used by governments and other organized groups
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to promote information. China’s 1977 Propaganda Directive explicitly directs the Propaganda Department to coordinate stories between the news media in order “the promote the CCP’s current line” (Brady 2009). In the United States, the Republican party is known for coordinating messages across newspapers and television, even to the extent that right-wing media outlets will use identical wordings to describe the same news point.

More recently, governments and mobilized interests around the world have organized “internet armies” in order to flood the blogosphere with particular perspectives at a coordinated moment in time. Notoriously, the Chinese “Fifty Cent Party” allegedly pays Chinese netizens 50 cents each for Party-sanctioned posts. While the Chinese have been criticized for this strategy, other governments have adopted similar strategies, including Israel (Liphshiz January 19, 2009), which pays its students to write pro-Israel comments on Facebook and Twitter, and recently Turkey, which has a 6,000 member social media team to leave pro-government posts (Albayrak and Parkinson September 16, 2013).

Chinese government officials and companies also use coordinated flooding strategies to bolster support. These groups will pay public relations companies and sometimes even regular citizens to post positive accounts of them online, similar to companies in the U.S., who will sometimes pay people to write positive reviews of their company on the web. Such actions have caused a certain amount of scandal in China, both because these officials and companies sometimes pay newspapers for articles that reflect positively on them, and because they have sometimes been successful in paying internet content providers to censor negative content about them (Chen et al. February 19, 2013).

If governments, companies, and politicians were using such messages to signal their own strength, as some authors have argued, they would want to take credit for these online messages. However, governments typically try to cover up the fact that they pay people to write
pro-government messages. Instead, they prefer that it appears as if “everyone” is writing pro-
government comments or reporting a news story the government finds favorable. Part of the strat-
edy of information flooding is issuing propaganda from many different sources, so as to disguise
the fact that the information originated with the government.

By creating a multiplier effect in the news media and online, information flooding if successful
can be worth the investment. The more sources a government or interest group can pay or force
to cover their story from its perspective, the more other news groups and other social media users
pick that story up and share it with others. Flooding begets more flooding, and if effectively done,
this domino effect of information dissemination can be exponential. What began as a propaganda
message, can seem like a online event created by citizens, as more and more people read and share
the story.

Flooding can also create friction for stories that are less desirable to the government. In inter-
views with Fifty Cent Party members, Ai Weiwei reveals that Fifty Cent Party members are often
instructed to distract from current stories that are less desirable to the government (“An insider’s
account of the 50 Cent Party.” May 12, 2011b). Flooding of entertainment and “soft news” stories
brings these stories to the forefront at the expense of stories of protests of government wrongdo-
ings, for example. If citizens are distracted by the accessibility of flooded stories, they are less
likely to read other stories.

5.1.1 Intra-Party Conflict and Coordination

Though the Chinese government has an extensive apparatus for coordinating newspaper stories
across newspapers, when conflict exists within the government, such coordination is much more
difficult to attain. Shih (2008a) shows that provincial newspapers mention Jiang Zemin’s slogan
“Three Represents” at different rates, depending on their own political loyalty. We should expect
that even when the government wants to use flooding, if there are conflicts within the government, the amount of coordination between newspapers will reflect those conflicts. Similar to information friction in the last chapter, as more competition and divisions emerge between different bureaucracies or government groups, information flooding will be undermined by dissenters.

5.2 Information Flooding in China

Coordination of information to produce such flooding is key to the information strategies of the Chinese Propaganda system. The Chinese government is in the perfect position to coordinate because it has the resources and infrastructure to do so. First, the institution of propaganda in China is built in a way that makes coordination easy. The Propaganda Department is the most extensive bureaucracy in the Chinese Communist Party, infiltrating every level of government (Lieberthal 1995). It is managed and led directly from the top, within the top Party organ, the Politburo.

From the very locus of power within the Party, messages are coordinated throughout the news media within China, through every medium of news, including television, print media and radio. The government controls the personnel in every major media organization within China, and requires each journalist to be government-certified. For day-to-day monitoring of content, the government issues propaganda directives to editors who then decide what is included in the newspaper (Zhao 2008). Post-publication monitoring is conducted by retired propaganda officials who make sure that newspapers are following the issued guidelines (Brady 2009).

The extent of newspaper coordination within China has waxed and waned throughout recent Chinese history. During the Maoist period and Cultural Revolution, articles within the People’s Daily coordinated news around the country – smaller newspapers would reprint People’s Daily articles when instructed (Yu 1964). With reform and opening after 1979, the coordination of

---

1In this chapter, I focus explicitly on coordination within the print news media in China.
news within China was significantly loosened and the Central Propaganda Department was weakened (Brady 2009). In the lead up to the Tiananmen Square pro-democracy movement in 1989, newspapers were less coordinated, and newspapers such as the *World Economic Herald* became well-known as critics of the Party.

The events of 1989 caused a complete reversal in the CCP’s strategy toward propaganda and coordination. After the crisis in Tiananmen Square, the government decided to re-strengthen its grip on propaganda. For example, in 1990, one of the Party’s leading news agencies *Xinhua* was close to bankrupt. However, the government decided to use *Xinhua* as the coordinating agency following 1989, instructing newspapers to follow *Xinhua*’s lead on important events and international news, much as they had done with the *People’s Daily* during the 1960s (Brady 2009). *Xinhua* is now one of the most profitable newspapers in the country because it leads the coordination of news.

Though not as extensive, there is also some level of coordination on the blogosphere. As mentioned earlier, the Fifty Cent Party promotes government-sanctioned news online. In addition, the government is known to contact high-profile bloggers and important online opinion leaders before important events in order to coordinate political messages among highly-followed bloggers in China (National Academy for Propaganda Cadres 2011).

### 5.3 The Influence of Flooding on the Spread of Information

Having described the logic behind flooding, I now move to show that simply the prevalence of information, rather than the source of the information, has huge secondary influences on the spread of information throughout the blogosphere. If current theories of the influence of propaganda on the blogosphere were true, we would expect coordinated efforts at promoting information would not influence the spread of information because 1) citizens would not select into these official
sources and 2) citizens would recognize that this was propaganda, and would decide to share more “objective” information. If propaganda only produced fear in citizens or created norms for citizens to follow, there would be no reason for them to continue to share this information on the blogosphere, since they would have already identified it as propaganda.

If, however, information flooding were sufficient to encourage the spread of information, we would expect that highly coordinated news articles would reverberate around the blogosphere, even if the information were well-known to be associated with propaganda. To test this, I identify propaganda themes within a unique dataset of 17 provincial newspapers. I find that not just the topic of the propaganda theme, but the particular wording of the article spreads throughout both the domestic and also, more surprisingly, the international blogospheres.

5.3.1 Data

To test this theory, I collected every newspaper article from 17 provincial newspapers in China for the year 2012. The newspapers were scraped from each newspaper’s “digital” website. These sites are different from the commercial news sites in that they contain only digital copies of the printed newspaper and do not include online advertisements or other extraneous information printed on commercial news websites. While some Chinese newspapers’ commercial websites differ from their printed papers, the articles on the digital website reflect the content of the printed newspaper exactly. I recorded the date on which each article was written, and other metadata information when available, including the author and images associated with the article.

I removed articles that did not contain words (some articles just contain pictures). In total, there are 82,972 newspaper articles with words within in my corpus. Most newspapers contain a little over 5,000 newspaper articles for the year. Smaller provinces, however, contain fewer articles –

\footnote{The newspapers covered Beijing, Chongqing, Fujian, Gansu, Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hunan, Jiangxi, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Qinghai, Tibet, Yunnan, and Zhejiang.}
Gansu and Inner Mongolia have about 4,000 articles each, whereas Hainan and Beijing have over 6,000.

5.3.2 Identification of Propaganda Themes

In order to understand how information flooding affects the spread of information, I first identify instances of propaganda and flooding within my data. To do this, I subsetted the newspapers to those that referenced the Xinhua newswire, which was about 1/8 of the articles within the corpus. As described above, newspapers typically reprint Xinhua at the direction of the central government. Therefore, the topics and themes covered within provincial newspaper articles citing Xinhua are likely to be representative of topics and themes the Chinese government intends to promote.

I estimated the Structural Topic Model (STM) Roberts, Stewart and Airoldi (2013) on the Xinhua subset to identify promoted “topics” that were commonly discussed during 2012. Topic modeling, rather than supervised learning methods, is an appropriate method for finding propaganda topics because I do not have to assume topics beforehand, but rather use the model to learn which topics are most common within the data. The Structural Topic Model, in particular, is appropriate because topics within this data are highly time-dependent. STM allows for the inclusion of covariates to better estimate topics, and I include time as a covariate to better estimate highly time-dependent topics. Topics in which newspapers reprinted or cited Xinhua I term “propaganda themes” for this time period.

The model identified 28 different propaganda themes within the data, shown in Figure 5.1. These themes belong to three main categories. First, there are themes that we would typically think of as propaganda. This includes a topic related to the promotion of “socialist harmonious society” and “scientific development outlook” (both ideological formulations of Hu Jintao), a topic related to rooting out corruption that peaks in March of 2012 with the downfall of Bo Xilai, and a topic
related to the power transition which peaks in November of 2012.

A closer reading of documents within these topics shows that these indeed read like propaganda articles. For example, a group of articles on May 29, 2012 reported a Politburo meeting that was held the previous day. Hu Jintao presided over the meeting, and the main point of the meeting was to deepen scientific, balanced development. This document was highly representative of the “scientific development outlook” topic. In another example, on March 11, 2012, only four days before Bo Xilai was removed from his post as mayor of Chongqing on corruption charges, provincial newspapers reported on a meeting at the National People’s Congress in which leaders of the Party stressed anti-corruption measures against Party officials. This article was representative of the corruption topic.

The second theme relates to policies implemented by the central government. These include the promotion of “green” policies and policies that protect the environment, policies related to the courts and reform of the courts, policies related to education (in particular to migrant children taking the national university entrance exam), and regulations related to food safety. Another example is a spike in articles from Xinhua relating to inflation in January of 2012, right after a sudden increase in inflation. A closer reading of these articles shows that the articles reassure readers that inflation is not out of hand and is expected to decrease. For example, a report on January 19 in several provincial newspapers reassures readers that based on the National Bureau of Statistics housing prices were falling or flat in most cities.

The third theme relates to international events where provincial newspapers reprint the Xinhua articles. Some of these are typical international events, like the Olympics in June of 2012 or the civil war in Syria, and some are very specific to China’s immediate international situation, such as the Diaoyu Islands crisis that occurred in the summer of 2012. These may not seem like propaganda themes a priori; however, it is well-known that China controls international news
Figure 5.1: Propaganda themes identified with the Structural Topic Model.
through *Xinhua* in order to frame the population’s perception of China’s power in the international sphere, particularly on issues related to the United States or the contested areas within the South China Sea (Brady 2009).

For example, many provincial newspapers reprinted *Xinhua* articles about the Diaoyu Islands in the summer and fall of 2012, when large protests broke out across China about the purchase of the Diaoyu Islands by the Japanese government. These articles are often reports of Chinese leaders reiterating that the Diaoyu Islands are Chinese territory and that China would not tolerate any encroachment on them.

### 5.3.3 Selecting Representative Articles and Measuring Coordination

The Structural Topic Model estimates the proportion of each document within each topic. For each propaganda theme, I selected the 50 documents with the highest proportion of that theme. Since in total there were 1,450 articles representing propaganda themes, I couldn’t read all of the articles, but I read a random sample to ensure that the model was selecting articles that were consistent with the themes described above.

Next, I estimated how coordinated each of these articles was across newspapers. To do this, for each article, I iterated through the entire corpus to estimate the similarity between that article and each of the other documents within the corpus. While many methods could be used to estimate similarity between documents, I opted for simplicity by choosing a method that counts the percentage of words each document contains of the other document. For the article of interest, $A_B$ with words $W_B$ and comparison article $A_C$ with words $W_C$, I defined similarity as the geometric mean between the percentage of words in the article of interest that appear in the comparison article and the percentage of words within the comparison article that appear in the article of interest, formally written below:
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\[ S_{B,C} = \frac{\sum_{b}^{w_b} I(w_b \in w_C) \sum_{c}^{w_c} I(w_c \in w_B)}{2W_B \cdot 2W_C} \]

\( S_{B,C} \) is typically quite low, about .1 for most articles. I trained the data based on a selection of documents that I knew were close copies of each other, and based on the distribution of the metric within these documents, selected a threshold of .8, counting two articles with \( S_{B,C} > .8 \) as coordinated. Therefore, for each selected article, I had a measure of how many newspapers had printed the same or extremely similar stories to that document.

5.3.4 Traditional Propaganda Articles are Most Coordinated

As shown in Figure 5.2, the most coordinated themes are those closest to traditional propaganda. The three themes with most coordination are scientific development outlook, socialist harmonious society, and corruption. On average, these themes were coordinated across 10 newspapers. The least coordinated themes were those related to non-political subjects, in particular special interest stories, entertainment and sports. For example, on average entertainment was coordinated with less than one other newspaper.

The fact that coordination aligns with our a priori ideas of propaganda is reassurance that the coordination measure reflects propaganda themes, rather than simply big news stories that occurred during the time period under consideration. While newspapers have some leeway over what news to report, it seems that they are at times strongly encouraged to reprint propaganda themes, which is reflected in the coordination across papers. Such coordination likely not only occurs among provincial newspapers, but also among private newspapers and national newspapers and through other media as well.
Figure 5.2: Average level of coordination for most frequent topics.
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However, notice that no topic is perfectly coordinated across all newspapers. This reflects the fact that the Chinese government’s coordination efforts are imperfect. Despite efforts to coordinate, some provincial newspapers likely defect, likely because the local government is associated with a different faction, or has different goals than the central government (Shih 2008a). For example, Jilin province is highly coordinated with other papers on the scientific development outlook, but exhibits much lower coordination than other papers on the Diaoyu Islands topic. On the other hand, Chongqing has high coordination on the Diaoyu Islands topic and relatively low coordination with scientific development outlook. Conflict between provinces and the provincial and central government undermines its flooding strategy.

5.3.5 How Does Coordination Influence the Spread of Information?

How does such coordination influence the spread of information? If information is sufficiently coordinated, are others more likely to reprint these stories? Do bloggers and other commentators pick up the same language used in the coordinated newspaper articles?

To answer these questions, for each of the 1,450 selected articles that represented the propaganda themes, I randomly selected ten fifteen-character strings. I then used automated methods to search each of these 14,500 strings on Google and record the number of search results returned.

I obtained three different search result metrics. First, I counted the number of search results Google returned overall. I also counted specifically the number of search results returned on sina.com.cn (using site:sina.com.cn within the search results), the most popular blogging site in China. Last, I counted the number of search results returned on blogspot.com, the most popular blogging site within the U.S., but which is blocked by the Great Firewall in China.\(^3\)

\(^3\)I used the Google API to do this, and upon close examination, the number of returned search results is fairly accurate. The number of search results when you simply search Google from a desktop is often very inaccurate, which is why using the API important.
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between average coordination and number of total Google search results, by topic.

I then measured the relationship between coordination and the number of search results, both within and outside of China. Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 shows the mean coordination by Topic on the x-axis, and the log of the search results on the y-axis. There is a very strong correlation between the degree of coordination and number of search results containing the strings of the coordinated articles. The correlation is particularly strong from the sina.com.cn search results, and less strong for the blogspot.com search results. This is preliminary evidence that coordination of Chinese propaganda reverberates throughout the blogosphere.

This is only preliminary evidence because it could be that across topics there is a strong correlation between coordination, but not within topics. To measure this, I estimated a linear regression
Figure 5.4: Relationship between average coordination and number of Google Search results on the site sina.com.cn, by topic,
Figure 5.5: Relationship between average coordination and number of Google search results on the site blogspot.com, by topic.
of the search results for each document on the amount of coordination for each document, with a fixed effect for each topic.\textsuperscript{4}

I ran a regression for each outcome, search overall, search for blogs on sina.com.cn, and search for blogs on blogspot.com. For each regression, the level of coordination is positively and significantly correlated with the number of search results. In Figure 5.6 I show the expected increase in number of search results given that the number of newspapers that coordinate increases from 10 to 11. As expected, the influence of coordination on sina and all search results is stronger than for blogspot. Increases by one newspaper increases the expected number of search results by 21 results on blogspot, 83 on sina, and 45 results overall.

It could be that these results are simply a reflection of coordination by Fifty Cent Party members who repost the same wording as in the provincial newspapers at the direction of the Chinese government. Certainly, this might explain why results for blogs sina.com.cn are much stronger than the search overall. However, we would not expect the Fifty Cent Party to write blogposts on websites outside of the Great Firewall, such as blogspot.com, which are less likely to be frequented by the average Chinese citizen. Thus, the evidence suggests that the link between coordination and blogging is not simply through other coordinated measures initiated by the CCP. Instead, the multiplicative relationship between coordination and search results likely indicates that the propaganda is being reprinted by regular Chinese citizens, and also citizens abroad.

The results also indicate that information spreads even if it is recognizably government-initiated propaganda. Despite the fact that the most coordinated topics are also the most obviously propaganda-related topics, there is a positive relationship between coordination and spread of information. This finding suggests that propaganda when paired with a flooding strategy can become commonly picked up throughout the blogosphere.

\textsuperscript{4}I also estimated a hierarchical model, with a random intercept and random slope by topic. The results are the same as described here.
Figure 5.6: Expected increase in search results if coordination increases from 10 to 11 newspapers.
If information flooding is the mechanism through which the promotion of information can be successful, organized groups and governments have the advantage in using this strategy to promote information that they find favorable. A high level of coordination is required to issue the same information from many different sources, and such coordination is extremely costly since it involves not only communicating to these sources that they should disseminate a piece of information but also persuading these sources to disseminate the information. Groups with highly concentrated interests, such as governments and interest groups, are willing to pay the costs necessary to pursue information flooding strategy because the benefits they receive are concentrated. Like friction, which can disproportionately be used by organized groups, flooding too, is best wielded by the organized.
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Conclusion: Implications for the Information Age

In this manuscript, I seek to understand methods of online information control and the mechanisms through which they are effective. I find that intimidation and fear are not particularly effective in stalling the spread of information. Instead, these methods backfire to undermine the reputations and objectives of those implementing them. I demonstrate that less observable and more incremental methods of control are most effective in stalling the spread of information online. While consumers of information and the media will read and share information that is already mostly accessible and aggregated, governments and interest groups have the resources and incentives to decide whether to make information accessible, or instead to make it high cost to the public.

Organized groups, including the state, use strategies I call “information friction” and “information flooding” to control the spread of information. When information sheds a favorable light on a group, it will use its resources to coordinate information across media outlets, blogs, and websites, flooding the information environment so that the information is impossible to avoid. When, on the other hand, the information does not serve its purposes, it will use its resources to make that
information more inaccessible or disaggregated, frustrating users who access it. Consumers and the media have little time to search out such information, so the high costs of information reduces the spread of information to large numbers of people.

I test the efficacy of fear, friction, and flooding using the Chinese government’s information control strategies as a case. I find experimentally with consumers of blogposts and observationally with bloggers that the awareness of censorship does not itself cause netizens to change topics or write fewer criticisms of the government. Instead, the observation of censorship piques users’ interests in the topic, and they subsequently search for more information on the topic.

However, small variations in the extent of censorship during protest events caused by timing (in the case of Tibet), geography (in the case of local environmental protests), and websites (in the case of anti-Japan demonstrations) have huge influences on the spread of information within that time, locality, and website. Largely unobservable censorship, which makes information slightly less accessible, can have a significant influence on the spread of information.

Similarly, I find that the more coordinated the flooding strategy of the Chinese government across newspapers, the more the particular stories themselves reverberate throughout the blogosphere. The government can make information impossible to avoid and thus increases the spread of information online. Interestingly, the propaganda strategy of the Chinese government even influences the international blogosphere; bloggers on websites that are blocked in China are also more likely to use phrases that originated in coordinated Chinese newspapers.

When are friction and flooding strategies more or less useful? I claim that two factors determine how well groups can control the spread of information. First, competition between groups makes flooding and friction strategies more difficult to implement. As I show in this manuscript, when internal government conflicts over friction and flooding exist, the government has more difficulty controlling the spread of information. Second, the degree to which information is excludable,
or specific to that group, matters in how quickly the information spread. As a show in Chapter 4, information about Tibetan self-immolations is easier to contain than larger-scale environmental protests not only because of decreased competition between localities, but also because fewer people observe the self-immolations and therefore the Chinese police can more easily control the spread of information.

### 6.1 Implications for Autocracies and Democracies

Previous literature implied that in the digital age, information had to be kept completely secret, or would be easily spread to millions of people (Latham 2007; Besley and Prat 2006). It thus implied that either authoritarian governments would cave to public pressure and democratization with the advent of the internet (Ada et al. 2012; Bellin 2012; Ferdinand 2000), or that the government would need to use its monopoly on force and intimidation to create norms such that people wouldn’t share incriminating information.

My findings imply that methods of control do not require that information is kept completely secret. Instead, small barriers to access can be extremely effective in keeping the number of people who know about that information to a minimum. Similarly, small increases in accessibility can spread information governments and interest groups would like to see promoted, distracting from other concurrent newsworthy stories.

That information friction and flooding, not intimidation, is the main force of online information control implies that not only governments, but any entity with sufficient interest in public opinion to be willing to pay resources to control information, such as organized groups, non-government organizations, political parties, and companies, will use similar strategies to control the spread of information. These strategies are also commonly used in democracies, where the independent media’s revenues are being squeezed and therefore the media themselves will report stories where
there is easy access to information. While previous work has championed “e-democracy”, or the power of the masses in the information age (Dahlberg and Siapera 2007; Trippi 2005; Tolbert and McNeal 2003), my work suggests we should still be concerned about powerful groups’ monopolies on information, as they will be able to determine what information is accessible to consumers and reported by the media.

In future research, I will extend these results to information control in the United States, considered by many to be one of the countries with most unrestricted information. Like China, fear is probably not a primary method of information control in the U.S. Despite increasing surveillance online, the U.S. has a less significant history and more protective laws for consumers and producers of information. If citizens in China are undeterred by the observation of censorship, U.S. citizens should be equally as impervious and might be more likely to be curious about the U.S. government’s control of the web.

As a result, if information control is successful in democracies, it will occur through similar mechanisms outlined in this manuscript: information flooding and friction. For information flooding, we would expect to see organized groups collecting and distributing information they find favorable to the media and the public to make this information more accessible to consumers. For example, messages coordinated by political parties are likely repeated on the blogosphere in similar ways that domestic and international bloggers repeat messages coordinated by the Chinese Communist Party. Research sponsored by organized interests likely is repeated by media sources and around the web, eventually losing its attribution to the organized interest who supported it. This type of flooding in turn influences public opinion and participation.

Similarly, groups in the U.S. probably pursue strategies of information frictions similarly to local and central governments in China. U.S. companies take advantage of their preferential access of information about their products to hide product defects and create frictions by sealing court
cases that prevent the media access to this information (Efstathiou and Drajem June 6, 2013). The U.S. government sometimes engages in censorship efforts similar to that of the Chinese governments, encouraging media companies not to report on sensitive national security issues, such as those pertaining to Edward Snowden, or outlawing pictures of soldiers’ caskets returning from war (Bumiller February 26, 2009; Syrmopoulos January 31, 2013). While all of this information can technically be accessed by a persistent netizen, these frictions reduce citizens’ awareness of the topics they intend to obscure, decreasing opposition to government and the policies of organized interests.

Despite the fact that information flooding and friction occur in similar ways in the U.S. as in China, it likely is somewhat more difficult for U.S. groups to create friction because organized groups have fewer restrictions, and therefore competition between groups in any given area is more widespread. As I have argued in this manuscript, in areas where much competition exists between groups, information is more easily leaked to the public. If this is the case, it implies that freedom of information is not as much driven by technology, but originates within the proliferation of civil society, interest group competition, and political competition.

### 6.2 Implications for Policy

This manuscript should heighten more than assuage concerns about information freedom in the digital age. Whereas much information is free in that it is possible for consumers to access it, my findings imply that free information is not about the possibility of access, but rather the degree of information accessibility. As long as organized groups and governments can prioritize information for consumers and as long as this prioritization is relatively invisible, consumer choice may not matter as much as the costs of information to consumers.

This should be even more worrying as governments move to make their censorship efforts more
invisible to consumers. China, in particular, has begun to make its censorship less noticeable, concealing censorship to bloggers, by allowing only authors of blogs to see censored posts that they have written, and making search filtering less apparent by removing error messages and simply refiltering search results. My manuscript implies that the observability of censorship alerts consumers to information manipulation, inspiring them to seek out more information. However with invisible censorship, most consumers will simply respond to the costs associated with accessing information. More investment needs to be made in understanding and communicating what topics are being censored in authoritarian regimes and the determinants of the accessibility of information to the public in autocracies and democracies. Only by creating awareness of manipulation can citizens respond to counteract its effects.
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